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Ahgry .Waters of Rio Grande Sweeping Attempt to Secure
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Writing for the Earth. y
' Mr. Miller is engaged in preparing
an article for The Earth magazine
projects,
dwelling on irrigation
stream gaging, construction of good
roads and man other matters of interest to New Mexico.
While no details have yet been
worked out it is known that Mr. Miller is desirous of having the territory
publish a weekly bulletin on good road
work to encourage the people of the
territory to improve their roads and
keeping every one in touch with the
latest news on road maters. This plan
has been sucessfully caried out in oth-r states, it Is said.
,

Recaptured.

The penitentiary officials stated today that the three convicts who ran
away from Tecolote camp and for
whom search has been made, have
theen recaptured. ' For their 'French
leave taking they will be put in stripes
and a chain and ball will be attache
to. their ankles to make their
more difficult in the future.
A dispatch from Las Vegas states
that Governor Mills has, been invited
to go with an auto party to El Porve- , nir tomorrow morning.
In the party
will be the Rev. William O'Bryan of
Denver, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the New Mexico Normal University, and well known members of
the Knights of Columbus order who
bave charge of the party. Hon.
Margartto Romero, the Well known
merchant and member of the constitutional convention, will iset a Bounteous
dinner for the knights and their guests
and after it, the visitors wllLview the
mountain scenery.
f
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to August 15.

corporation feared penalties would-b"Then it was your judgimposed.
ment," suggested Mr. Beall, "that notwithstanding that the government had
access to a memoranda book showing
the real weight of sugar imported and
to books showing fraudulent weights,
it the government had attempted to
collect the penalties there was strong
probability of failure?" "Yes," Mr.
Wickersham answered, "I think the
$2,000,000 setlement was the best possible arrangement."
The attorney general denied that
there was any agreement preventing
criminal prosecution. "That right'
he said, "was especially reserved to
the government."
Sentiment at So Much Per.
, Washington, D.
May 31. What
was expected to be the last day of the
hearings, of the Canadian reciprocity
bill bya the Senate finance committee,
was leaiurea toaay ay the appearance
of John H. Allen and Whidden Gra
ham of the firm of Allen &Graham,
New York, who are said to have been
to "manufacture senti
employed
ment." It was at the instance of Sena
tor Stone that they were summoned to
appear before the committe to telll
what part they have taken in the pro
paganda of opposition to reciprocity.
Senator Stone declared that Allen
& Graham were "promoters" and that
they were not "practicing attorneys or
lawyers," thus controverting the dec
laration made to the committee recently by N. P. Hull, master of the Michigan Grange, that Allen & Graham had
been acting as legal advisers for the
National Grange. The firm, it was
learned, was sending out for some of
the officers of the National Grange lit
erature warning farmers in all parts
of the country that the reciprocity
agreement would injure them and ask
ing them to contribute to the cause.
Manufacturers also were - asked for
financial aid, -

There will be no session of the su
preme court here tomorrow as was
considered probable. By an order of
Chief Justice William H. Pope the
court will be adjourned until August
15. It Is difficult to assemble a quor-uof judges at this time of the year
to X
when the judges are accustomed
-take their vacations. - -

Postal Matter. ',,
Postofflces have been established at
Crownnoint.
McKlnley county, and
La Madera, Rio Arriba county.
,
The site of the postoffice at
been
has
changed
Quay county,
one and a half mile' north.
Ten More Prisoners
The prisoners brought to the pent - UK
tentiary Monday by Sheriff Secundlno
Romero and sentenced by Judge C. J.
Roberta at Las Vegas, were: Leslie
,

,t,

Mur-dock-

.

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Underwood and Other So Have the Socialist Leaders of Wheat Market Was Controlled Same Team That
Attorney General States He Re- Clark,
Brought Cup They Were Far Behind in the
Leaders
Only Want to
Bulls- Final Day For
the Uprising at Tia
ceived Retainers In Years
Here Represents the
by
Field and Were Not
Go Half Way.
JuanaGone By.
United States.
May Delivery.
Even Placed.

As-

Governor Mills left this morning for ' By Special Leased vtTlre to TTew Mexican)
Las Vegas where he will attend the
Washington, D. C, May 31. The re
commencement exercises of the New! cent decision of the supreme court Id
Mexico Normal University. He is ex-- j the Standard Oil and American Tobac-- :
co cases, will result in a sweeping!
.pected back Friday.
For the Treasury.
attempt to secure criminal conviction
t
law, acTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero cf violators of the
has received the following sums for cording to Attorney General Wicker-shawho appears today before the
the treasury: Charles D. Miller, territorial engineer, stream gaging,. $150; house committee on expenditures in
Frank W. Clancy, attorney general, the department of justice.
Wickersham and the Trusts.
refund, $2.50; the Globe Express Com
pany, $38.37.
Washington, D. C, May 31. Attor
'
Closed Saturday Afternoons.
ney General Wickersham, appearing
5, Beginning Saturday, June 3, the of- today before the House committee on
fice of the territorial secretary will be expenditures in the department of jusclosed Saturday afternoons, during the tice, today testified that he had adsummer months, as stated In an an- vised the United States steel corporanouncement pasted on the door of the tion on several occasions from 1901 to
offices today.
1909 during his connection with the
Two Incorporations.
firm of Strong & Cadwallader and also
Articles of incorporation were filed that he had received his share of tha
by two companies in the office of Ter- fee earned into the firm for services
ritorial Secretary Nathafc Jaffa today. to the American Sugar Refining Co.,
The first was by the Pecos Valley In- personally attended to by Henry W.
vestment Company which has its office Taft, brother of the president. Mr.
in Albuquerque and names Franklin Wickersham said his share was about
B, Schwentker, its statutory
agent. $26,000.
The company is capitalized at $250,000
A Grueling Examination.
and consists of 2,500 shares at $100. It
D. C, May 31. Mr.
Washington,
begins business with $2,000. The in- Wickersham said that after he becorporators are Melville R. Summers, came attorney general, John Henry
9 shares; Franklin B. Schwentker, 8;
Hammond,
Strong and
J. M.. Schwentker, 1; M. H. Summers, Cadwallader represented
as counsel for the
.
1.
E.
Francis
Wood,
1;
sugar trust in the purchase of
Articles were also filed by the the Friar lands. He added that at
Northern New Mexico Fair Associa- the time he gave his opinion permittion which has its principal office at
ting the sale of these lands he did not
Raton and names A. L. Hobbs as the know Hammond represented the presiThe
of
this
statutory agent.
object
dent of the American Sugar Refining
company is to hold an annual fair in Company, Havemeyer.
When asked-abouRaton and it is capitalized at $25,000,
the connection of the firm with
2,500 shares at $10 each.
It begins steel affairs, Mr. Wickersham said:
"busines with $2,000.- - The shareholders "I
personaly have advised, the United
are George H. Webster, A. L. Hobbs, States
Steel Corporation in one or
J. K. Hunt, T. F. McAuliffe and John two matters."
Morrow, each 40 shares.
ever
"Did Strong & Cadwallader
Back From San Antonio.
represent the New York cotton exTerritorial Engineer Charles D. Mi- change?" asked Chairman Beal. "Yes,
ller has returned from San Antonio, So- Henry W.. Taft was counsel for the
corro county, whither he was called exchange, v,. Mr. Wickersham replied,
to give advice about protecting the "arid 1 think he still continues in that
town from the waters of the Rio Gran capacity."
,
de which seriously menaced the entire
The chairman sought particularly
town.
Mr. Miller directed a large to learn of the attorney general why
force of workmen who threw brush, the department of justice and the
rock and bags in the weak spots of treasury department acepted a $2,000,-00- 0
the river and felled many big trees
setlement from the American Sug-a- f
farther up the river bank to divert
Refining Company as restitution
the current from the shore. The river for undervaluations at the port of
Is rapidly falling and it is thought the New York, rather than enforce the
work will prove successful if it is severe penalty provided by the law.-.'- .
Mr. Wickersham replied that the
continued. There is money available
for the improvement of the Rio Gran- department felt the evidence at hand
de river and some permanent improve- was not sufficient to support a claim
ment will be made in the San Antonio for penalties, though it was his belief
that restitution was made because the
region at an early date.
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BOY SCOUTS. ATTENTION.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May 31. Speaker Champ Clark today declined positively to comment on the Bryan appeal
to the Democrats not to masquerade
under the guise of
only in voting for the Underwood revision of the wool schedule, nor would
he discuss the reply to Mr. Bryan,
made last night by the majority lea
der. The speaker's closi. friends, recognizing that his present position is
difficult, have advised him against becoming embroiled in the pary feud.
Chairman Underwood, smarting un
der the Bryan attack, is exerting every
s
vote of the
effort to insure a
Democratic members of the committee
at tomorrow's caucus. '
This new bill closely resembles the
Wilson bill, except as to raw wool, the
duty on which is cut from the present
rate of 11 cents a pound to about five
cents a pound.
Mr. Underwood's committee
room
presented a busy roundup scene, Democratic members of the various state
delegations being summoned in to attest poll of strength in support of the
schedules. As a result of the inquiry,
Mr. Underwood remained firm in his
conviction that the bill would be rati
fied by a big majority.
speaker Clark's attitude on the wool
question from the beginning has been
a conservative one. He has apparently
stood with Mr. Underwood and other
members of the Ways and Means com
mittee who insisted on the necessity
of a small duty for revenue purposes
on raw wool.
Another Democratic Split.
Washington, D. C, May 31 Among
members of the House of Representa
and Republicans
tives, Democratc
alike, the dispute over the wool tariff
stirred up by Mr. Bryan's attack on
the Democratic leaders for drafting
a revenue measure instead of putting
raw wool on the free list, was the subject of lively discussion today. Though
considerable hot talk is looked for at
caucus tomorrow, Mr. Underwood,
chairman of the Ways and Means committee is confident that his position
will be supported by at least
s
of the members.
e
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(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, X. Y., May 31. The
Casas Grandes. Mar 21. Pasoiijil
Orozco and two thousand armed insur- American tobacco decision and the re- rectos accomnanied by nurses and ! duction of prices of steel combined to
doctors, also conveying food for man jniioAt fho ctnpL- marUpt thin nftprnnnn
ana beast, in wagons drawn by mules, and prices fluctuated violently. Fol
left here last night for Chihuah ua. In- - lowing the general rise in London, the
surrecto troops are to take charge of market here oiened with substantial
the state capital. They will camp out- gains In al:nost all of the prominent
side of the city.
stocks, with the exception of United
State steel and amalgamated
copper.
Torres May Return.
Tucson, Ariz., May 3i. General By the time trading was well under
Luis Torres, former eovernor of So- - way, however, the market began to
show the effect of heavy selling. The
nora and Chiapas, late prefect of
left Tucson last'nignt for Los pressure which was directed particuBefore his departure, Gen- larly against United States steel quick
Angeles.
eral Torres started his nrivate secre ly resulted in a general set back. The
tary, Enrique Cortez,. for Mexico City most spectacular losses occurred on
to ascertain for him, whether he may the curb where American
tobacco
later return with safetv to his home dropped 75 points during the morning,
in Hermosillo. Colonel Chiapas, said to 423. The losses were extended durto be responsible for the execution of ing the second hour. Union Pacific
the insurrecto leader, Talamantes and fell 3
and Reading 3
below their
bis two sons, expects to remain in opening prices, and United States steel
exile.
dropped to three points below Monday's closing. Bonds were easy.
Captain Vegas Executed.
San Diego, Calif., May SI. Captain
Further Drop in Tobacco.
Antonio Vegas, of the rebel forces at
New York, N. Y., May 31. A furthTia Juana, who shot and killed a er decline in American tobacco to 41S
Mexican named Pacheco during a row placed it 82 points under Monday's
was taken out and executed by a rebel
closing and 102 points below its recfiring squad soon after sunrise today. ord price of last week. The market
Socialists Disappear, So Does Money. closed strong. The short interest covSan Diego, Calif., May 31 The sum ered
extensively in the closing hour.
of $8,000 is reported to have disapBulls Controlled Wheat Market.
peared from the treasury at Tia Juana
Chicago, 111., May 31. Although this
Lower California. "General" C. Rhys was
the final day for the delivery of
the
of
commander
Socialist
the
Pryce,
wheat on May contracts, and there had
forces which captured the town, and
been much talk of a "corner" the exAdjutant Hopkins, another Socialist,
looked for on "change," did
could not be found in Tia Juana today citement
not develop during the early part of
and no one there could say where
the session.
they were.
Ae few transactions in May showed
that the bulls had control of the market but were apparently not in a mood
to squeeze prices in the sensationa,
fashion that many dealers had been
led to expect
May touched 104 as compared with
103 on Monday night, but steadied
around 103
July opened at 88
to 88
lower to
89, varying from
higher, sold at 89, varying from
Is Winner of $20,000 Prize
lower-thigher, sold at 89 and
for Paris to Rome Flight
then receded to S8
The close was firm for May at a net
in Aeroplane.
gain of 13-4- , July finished easy
up at 89
'
Corn eased off because of
ROOTE
fine
MANY ACCIDENTS EN
weather and big receipts. July opened
lower at 52
unchanged to
53, touched 53 and declined
Garros, the Favorite,' Fell to to 57
to 52
Ground But Escaped
Corn closed steady 53
for
Injury.
July, a net advance of
Buying orders rallied oats from ini(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) tial weakness due to fine crop reports.
to
down at 35
July started
Pisa, Italy, May 31. Accidents of a
to 35
and recovered to 35
juore serious nature than any which
have occurred since the flight was be- A liberal run of hogs pulled down progun marred the Nice to Rome stage of vision prices. First sales were 2
avia 5 cents to 17
cents off with July at
the 1,300-mil- e
14.70 for pork; 8.07
to 8.10 for lard
tion contest.
the and 7. 90 for ribs.
Three of the competitors,
frenchman Garros and Beaumont and Attempted Corner Causes Sensation.
the German Frey, all met with misChicago, 111., May 31. The leaders
haps today which damaged their ma- of the present May wheat deal have,
chines and Frey himself was slightly It is said, bought between twelve and
injured. Garros, who is being hailed fifteen million bushels of wheat for
as the victor of the long flight, left May delivery, and it is not believed
Cascine di San Rossore, before sun- this amount can be turned over by torise today, bound for the Italian capi- night, although during the last few
tal. He flew away at a tremendous days heroic efforts have been made to
speed but after covering a few miles get the wheat here. Some rather drashis monoplane suddenly fell to the tic investigations may follow the wind-uof the latest sensation of the specuground and was wrecKed. Garros was
not hurt and he hurried back to Pisa lative grain traae.
to await the arrival of a new aeroNEW YORKERS ARE
plane.
CONCEITED MASHERS.
Beaumont and Frey who left Genoa
this morning for Rome, both mistook
e
here tor the aerodome
New York, May 31. "New York is
the
at Cascine di San Rossore, the estate a city of lat women and! fatuous men.
of King Victor, and landed heavily. It is the happy hunting ground of the
Their machines turned somersaults masher and the home of the female
and were badly damaged. Frey was bluff.
"The professional woman looks toslightly wounded.
Beaumont soon repaired his aero- ward New York as the Mohammedan
plane and resumed his flight toward looks toward Mecca, but when she gets
'
Romehere the first thing she realizes is that
in New York it is a crime for her to
Beaumont Wins Big Prize.
a husband and a capital offense
Rome, May 31. Andre Beaumont have
the French aviator, arrived here at tor her to love him.
"New York's heart is in Harlem or
55 o'clock this afternoon. He was the
Between
below Fourteenth street.
first contestant in the
aviation flight to reach Rome, those sec turns of the city, and more
to ifthe end of the second stage of the particularly from- Twenty-nintof
ninth
stretches
the
street,
fy
region
120,000
a
prize.
race, thus winning
dead emotions, the arid playground of
I
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GREAT NORTHERN EXECUTES
MORTGAGE FOR $600,000,000.
Huge Financial Transaction That is to
Cover Development for Fifty
Years.
(By Special Leased Wire to Tfew Mexican)
St. Paul, Minn.. May 31. A move
that is strongly suggestive here of rail
road operations on the scale of the
Northern Securities Comnanv was an
nounced by J. J. Hill, chairman of the
Great Northern Railroad Company to
aay, wnen In a statement he announc
ed the execution of a $600,000,000 first
ana refunding mortgage to secure
bonds for the Great Northern and Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroads.
ine statement says: "The size of
the shortage is explained by the fact
that the outstanding obligations
of
the company which are to be refunded
amount approximately to $330,000,000.
included, however, in the figures last
named, is the direct and contingent
obligation of the company on the (Bur
lington joint fours maturing in 1921,
.
and aggregating $222,400,000.
Covering a future of fifty years,

4

8

4

8

8

an- -

$270,000,000
in bonds
proximately
therefore will be available for eenoral
corporate purposes, double tracking
and additional mileage. Since Its be
ginning thirty-twyears aaro the
Great Northern has expended between
$350,000,000 and $400,000,000 of capital and earnings. The provisions made
for the future In consideration nf thn
rapidly growing territory which Great
Northern lines serve, would seem intelligently conservative, .t
"The Railway Company evidently
has made ample financial provision
tc enable it to keep its facilities and
extensions equal to all demands that
the irapi,dly growing country may.
make on it, and at the same time, to
o

maintain the highest and most efficient standard of service. Future issuance of bonds against property acquired is safeguarded by the restric
tions usually found in mortgages of
tms kind."
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FORTY REGULARS DROPPED
, "HOW'S MY FELLOW
CITIZEN" ASK8 TAFT.
OUT FROM HEAT.

Mile Hike at Fort President Shakes Hands With "Ty"
Twenty-twSam Houston Tempered By a
Cobb and Pitcher Lively of the
v Refreshing Breeze.
Detroit "Tigers."
o

'

Tomorrow forenoon at nine X (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
the American (Boy X
o'clock,
Houston, Texas, May 31. Refresh- Scouts are to assemble at their X Jed by a splendid breeze, the 4,200 reg
oarracks to drill and form for
ulars oi uenerai Aioeri u Miirs com
the reception of the Lag Ve- - X mand, broke camp at League City this
gas .Boy Scouts who will march X morning for a" twenty-tw- o
mile march
into town over the Santa Fe
to Dumont, ten miles from Houston,
Trail some time between ten
where they bivouac tonight.
Al
o'clock and noon. Arangementa
though yesterday was the hottest May
may be made by which such
day in south Texas in many years, the
Boy 'Scouts as wish may accommercury ranging beyond 90, there
pany the Las Vegas visitors
were no serious prostrations among
to, the Rito de los Frljoles
the soldiers.. Of forty men who dropcliff
among the
dwellings
ped out yesterday, nearly all were
back in their places today.

-
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May , 31. "Ty"
Cobb, champion batter of the Detroit
"Tigers" and of the American league
and Pitcher Lively, one of Manager
Hughey Jennings' latest acquisitions,
shook hands with President Taft today. The president has known .Cobb
for several years and always remembers that he hails from Augusta, Ga.,
where Mr. Taft has spent.many weeks
in vacation time.
"Hell, Ty" said
the president. "How's my fellow cit'
izen?"

the

t

.''

Such are the views of
Priscilla
Knowles, leading woman at the Academy of Music, dimpled, and pretty, and
clever, whose friends know her as Mrs.
John W. Bennett.
"But do you think I can be known,
as a married woman in New York
City?" she asked. "The New York
manager has no use for a married actress, and he claims he merely reflects
the attitude of the New York public."
"But do you think New York is
unique In its point of view?"
"Certainly it Is. I've played in California and through the West for sev
eral years and everybody knew I was

married.
"But you see there are almost no
mashers in the West. We export them
all to Broadway, I guess. Law of supply and demand, you know."

New York, May St. -- The Interna-- !
(By Special Loa.,ea wire 10 New Mexin
tional Polo match, on the grounds of
Epsom Downs, Eng.. May 31. -E- ng.
he J eadowbrook Club ha, been post- - hand's
blue ribbon turf fixture, the
ra'"
" slil,"er' K"8om
f
for three year
,
p. m. tomorrow.
m. Hk,.,.
k....
inicrnauonai I ropny.
half, was won today by J. B. Joel's Sun
New York, May 31 Of the six cavStar, the favorite.
alry officers included in the British
American Horses Not Placed.
army's expedition to this country in
Iord Derby's Steadfast was second
of
the
quest
international polo trophy and Royal Tender, third. Twenty-si. .
ltn fIJrt,..
m"iuB iianei is announced ny horses started
Captain J. Hardress Lloyd, their team
s,m st.,r
is a brown
captain, to take the Held tomor - j colt l,y Sundriege, out of Dorris. He
row in the first game of the interna- won the
2,000 guinea stakes at New
tional series against the American de- Market on
April 26 last, and has been
fending team at the Meadowbrook a heavy favorite at 7 to 4 in the betHunt Club's especially prepared polo ting.
ground:
Phryxus finished fourth.
First forward Captain Leslie St.
Harry Payne Whitney's
and
George Cheape of the King's Dragoon Louis Winan's Adam
the only
Bede,
Guards.
two American horses to start, were unNumber Two Lieut. A. Noel Ed-- j
placed.
wards of the Ninth Lancers.
Sun Star won by two lengths.
Number Three Captain
Hard-J.
The presence of King George and
ress Lloyd of the Fourth Dragoons.
Queen Mary tended to make the coroBack Captain H. Herbert Wilson,! nation
derby a record one. On the
of the Yorkshire Yeomanry,
famous downs were tens of thousands
Two extra players are Lieutenant Lf i.ersnns
,
iu. w. rdiiucn vi me lenta
riussars Much American money was placed on
and Captain F. W. Barrett of the Fif Adam
Bede. John Madden's
which
teenth Hussars. Palmes was famous j ran under the colors of Louiscolt,
Winans,
as a first forward but is not in today's
and Leopold de Rothschild's Pietri,
line-ubecause his team mates con-- i ridden
by Danny Maher, the American
sider him too light an opponent for
Devereux Milburn, the great Ameri- jockey.
can back, wh
weighs nearly 200 BIG TROUT MAKES
pounds, is a furious rider and drives
WALTONITES WONDER.
the ball

Iwdli

x

d

1

m,.

a...

p

terrifically.

Captain Barrett of the Fifteenth Guest of John Zook
Weighs Three
Hussars, who was rated as a ten goal
Pounds and Three Ounces and
man, the highest official rating ever
Hails From the Pecos.
given any player, when playing in India, came to play back for the chalWhoTaught it?
lenging team but he seemed unable to
Where was it caught?
master the different style of play of
the American game or to accustom " How much does it weigh?
himself to playing on horses instead
Why can't I catch fish as big?
These and a few other questions
of the fourteen hand ponies which
were heard this morning in front of
are used in India.
Another change which has militated the window of Zook's drug store on
against the playing form of the visit- the plaza as a thing of curious persons
ors is the heavy growth of grass and peeped at the big three-pountrout which lay on ice for the
soft turf of the polo field on Long
Island. In India the cradle of polo for admiration of Waltonites and would-b- e
the British cavalry, the grounds are
Waltonites.
The trout was capturalmost barren of grass and baked as ed by a Spanish-speakinresident of
hard as a pavement by the tropical the territory whose name is not known
sun. Members
of the challenging and sold to H. B. Cartwright. It was
team say that the dead and slow turf caught in the Pecos and is said to be
which they find on Long Island neces- the largest ever seen here as far as
the
sitates quite a different style of play I'ecos trout ere concerned.
than that to which they were accusIt is certainly a good advertisement
tomed.
for the fishing in this region and- difThe visitors also find a striking
sportsmen who look at Mr.
feel
ference in the rules of the game hera, a Keen desire to answer tho Trout,
.oll nr
in that there is no such thing as "offWjd an1
rjglt awav
side"
all other countries there is a strict mass FOR SPANISH
villa aoQincr ii'rtoi to AattrrtatAA o a "nlV
WAR VETERANS SAID.
side" play. It is admitted by the
Washington, May 31. Military field
members of the American team as mass for
the
war dead was
well as the challengers that the game celebrated in Spanish
the shadow of the Washhas been changed vitally by the Amer
ington monument before an audience
ican Polo Association in this respect of
fully 25,000 people. President Taft.
definition
of "oft
The following
members of the cabinet, the diplomatic
side" play is given by the captain of
corps and of congress were among the
the British team : "A player is off side
in the mass, which was
when at the time of the ball being hit participants
preceded by a parade of the local vetbeno member of the opposing team is
erans' association, the national guard
tween him and the opposing team's
companies of
and mem- goal or goal line, and he is neither Ders of CatholicWashington
organizations.
playing the ball himself nor behind
The event was the first of its kiud
one of his own team who is playing it." celebrated in
Washington. The slopThe idea of this rule, as explained
ing hillside leading from the towering
by the visiting poloists is to prevent monument down to the
edge of the
the first forward from cruising around grounds was covered
with the gay colbetween the man playing back for the ors of flags and summer
parasols.
other team and that other team's goal, About 9,000 men
marched in the pawaiting for some member of his own rade, 2,000 of these being
Spanish
team to send the ball t6 him for slamand local militiamen.
ming it through to a goal. This way
President Taft was accompanied lr
of playing the visitors declare, robs Mrs.
Laughlin, his sister-in-laMajor
it
reduces
of
half its interest and
polo
Butt and General Clarence R. Edto a series of rapid rushes first for wards.
one goal and then for the other.
Mgr. Rusell conducted
the mass,
But the American rules do not draw while a trained chorus
of 125 voices
the line against playing off side and sang the service. A
the cup is to be played for under been erected for the special box had
president and his
American rules because the cup is
party.
held here by virtue of Harry Payne
Whitney's team having captured it in
Like the Foolish Virgin.
London two years ago.
O.
W.
Ward was arrested last evenInternational
Polo
Originally the
cup was played for at Newport in 1886 ing for having no light to Wis automor
and was won and carried away from bile. He will be given a hearing
Justice of he Peace Jose Maria
American by an English team which
retained it until June, 1909. - The Garcia.
American team that lost the cup in
1886 was made up of Thomas Hitch- Lloyd of the British team said before
the game today.
Raycock, captain, Foxhall Keene,
mond Belmont and W. K. Thorn.
This policy of scouring tha world
Ten years ago Foxhall Keene or- for the best polo mounts, regardless
ganized a team composed of himself, of tost, has been decried by many
the two W'aterburys, John E. Cow-di- American sportsmen, who declare It
and Rudolph Agasslz, as an extra reduces the matches for the Ameriplayer, to recover the cup. But the can polo cup to the basis of which
cup did not come back until Harry team has the deepest purse. It is said
Payne Whitney had spent two years that an effort is on foot to get away
in preparing an expedition of four from this state of affairs for future
players whose team work had been international games by using only
brought to a state of perfection never American bred ponies or horses for
approached on either aide of the Atlan- the American team, so that Uncle Sam
tic nor in India and who were mount may stand or fall by his own horses
ed on the best polo ponies that could and men.
be purchased at any price. The fast
The same American players that
est and cleverest of these ponies are won the cup two years ago will destill at the disposal of the American fend It. They are:
cup defenders and many more of the
First forward. Lawrence Waterbury.
No. 2, M. J. Waterbury.
highest quality have been purchased
at a great cost in England, Ireland No. 3, Harry Payne Whitney.
and India, the stronghold of British
;
Bac, Devereux Milburn.
polo. .
They are New Yorkers and ns a
"The Americans have acquired prac team have no equal in the United
tically all the very best polo ponies 'States. Milburn is a resident of Bufdeveloped in our country during the falo and was' a famous oarsman at
last five years," Captain Hardress Oxford University in England.
d
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he had received an occult message
that if he did not kill his wife she
P.
would become unfaithful to him and
1
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1902
With
banners and slow, lose her soul and that-hsought to
AR
measured tread
save her soul that he might meet her
The flower-laderanks passed the in heaven.
FOR ALL COUGHS Ar'D COLDS
graves of the dead;
And seeking each mound where a comPassed Bad Checks.
For bronchitis, hoarseness and
rade's form rests
Isidro Santana was arrested at Las tickling in the throat.
Especially
on
Cruces
to
a
Leave
the charge of passing bad recommended for children and
garlands
bloom on his breast.
check in a Las Cruces saloon.
delicate persons. No opiates. A
Ended at last is the labor of love,
DENVER BREAD
medicine, not a narcotic. The
Hail Does Damage at Las Vegas.
Once more through the gateway the
The hail did considerable damage Bee Hive on the carton is the
saddened lines move
Refuse
A wailing of anguish, a sobbing of at Las Vegas on Sunday and many mark of the genuine;
I
In
square feet of glass were broken espe- substitutes.
grief,
Wis..
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
d
cially in green houses. Beans and
Falls low on the ear of the
still
is
and
Tar
Foley's
Honey
says
other
were
truck
destroyed.
garden
chief;
TRY IT
more than the- best. He writes us,
Close crouched by the portals a
tt tlitnlr
"All
UUUUU lb
lUIUll lbf 4a" i
All thn
luuoc tttat
luab VimicVif
Three Drunken Indians.
aired
child
colds
for
and
the
best
they
f
coughs
blood Indians
Three young
Besought him in accents which grief
were arrested at Albuquerque for rob- ever had and I think It is still more
rendered wild;
Antonio than the best. Our baby had a bad
"Oh, Sir, he was good and they say bing the California Store of
Troselo, after beating an old man in cold and it cured him in ene day.
he died brave
too drunk Please accept thanks." Sold by all
Why! why! did you pass my dear charge. The Indians were
.
druggists.
to
their
actions.
explain
Papa's grave?
I know he was poor, but as kind and
will call the faithful of Albuquerque to
Young Matron Kills Herself.
as true
Mr3. prayer for the Shriners are coming to
Because
husband
her
drank,
As ever marched into the battle with
Hettie Grow, aged 21 years, at Aspen, town. This bare announcement is
you.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
enough to furnish the dear reader with
are better blouses than
His grave is so humble, no stone Colorado, kissed her baby good-byand drained a bottle of carbolic acid, a hunch that there will not be many
ti--e
marks
spot,
CASH
ALL
is
WITH
PURCHASES.
moments
24
It
hours.
dull
in
the
TICKETS
REGISTER
WE GIVE
sewing can proKuei-T'roYou may not have seen it. Oh, say death ensuing after a frightful strugthe first ceremonial session of Ballut
gle.
you did not!
exmade
Ancient Arabic Order
by
Temple,
Abyad
For my poor heart will break if you
sets. Prices $1.00 to 45.00. K
of Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, to be
workers under ideal We
Slept Off His Jag.
knew he was there
pert
neld in tn fine new Masonic Temple
carry all the newest
Policemen
BerJose
and
Cienfuegos
And thought his too lowly your offer
styles.
conditions.
facrnrv
5 o'clock m lms city, a iact in useii sumciem
are
called
Baca
were
nardo
at
ings to share,
J
.
. Something new In Boys
this morning to the office of Dr. J. H. to make the occasion a most notable
He didn't die lowly he poured
tO Style and Blouses and Shirts from
as
Correct
Sloan by an excited woman who had one. Shriners' social doings are al- heart's blood
50C to $1.25.,
come to clean up the office which is! ways brilliant; the inducement of the
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
-are
In rich crimson streams, from the
guaranteed.
Guaranteed to Wear.
on East Palace avenue. When new temple and low railroad rates
located
sod
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
she
the door, she found a and various other things will bring in
On the breastworks which stood in man opened
taking a siesta on a lounge in the perhaps a large number of visiting
front of the fight
office. WThen aroused he Shriners than have ever gathered
P. O. Box 219
Phone No. 36
physician's
And died shouting: "Onward for God
was still under the influence of a tre- - here, and the day will be one long to
and the right!"
mendous
last evening. He be remembered among the nobles and
O'er all his comrades your bright was hauledjagtoacquired
jail with some difficulty their friends.
garlands wave
where he gave his name as Frank! The business session of the order
But you haven't put one on MY Ford and his occupation as night 'will be called
promptly at 1 o'clock
PHONE 191 BLACK
Papa's grave
watchman. He will be given a hearing p. m.; the ceremonial session will beIf mama was here but she sleeps by before Justice Jose Maria Garcia as
gin at 3 p. m. and last until the Allah
his side,
soon as he is sufficiently sobered np. knows when, and the banquet will be
Her wearied heart broke when our
held at 9 o'clock tonight. This sounds
dear Papa died."
WAS FORMERLY STATIONED
like a modest program; but interpretFile left! Countermarch,"
AT SANTA FE. ed on the official announcement it
When the dry spell comes Battalion!
cried the. Chief
means Solemn Commemorations, Moo-lithis summer you will need This young orphan maid hath full Brigadier General John L. Bullis,
En Nebi, Festival of the Prophet,
:
1 IM'Q-tT!.cause for her grief."
to Old Timers Here Died
and Reunion of Dervishes.
run
to
a
gasoline engine
Then up In his arms from the hot,
71 '
at San Antonio.
San Antonio, Texas, May 31. Briga- IRELAND IS STiLL
dusty street,
your pump and save your He lifted
the maiden,' while in through dier General John L. Bullis, U. S. A.,
LOSING POPULATION.
crops. When these en- the gate,
(retired), died at the post hospital at
long line repasses, and many an Fort Sam Houston following a stroke
gines are not pumping they can be connected to The eye
General
of apoplexy.
Bullis, with
London, May 31. Ireland nas a popcheaper
any other machine and will run
Pays tribute of tears to the lone or- - General Nelson A. Miles, captured Ge- ulation of 4,381,951, according to the
ronimo, the Indian chief, in 18S6.
census returns made public today.
phan's cry.
by hand power.
running
General Bullis was a native of New This is a
This way, it is here, Sir right under
decrease of 76,824 since the
1841.
He
in
had
born
You can have complete information and price
barely
York,
this tree;
last census was taken ten years ago.
Macedon
education
his
at
on an outfit suitable for your ,work by applying They lie close together, with just completed
Center and Lima, this state, when the
room for me."
$100 Reward $100.
'
out and he enlisted
to the agent.
"HALT, cover with roses each lowly Civil War broke
ln-The readers of this paper will be
j
York
volunteer
126th
New
in
the
green mound
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
pleased to learn that there is at least
A love pure as this makes these fantry. In 1864 he was commissioned one
dreaded disease that
science,
in the 118th United States
captain
hallowed
graves
ground."
Phone Black 6619
which has been able to cure in all its
with
colored
Santa Fe, N. M.
volunteer
infantry,
"Oh thank you, kind Sir! I can never
Hall's
he served for two years. He entered stages, and that is Catarrh.
repay
as second lieutenant Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
The kindness you've shown little the regular army
in the 41st infantry in 1867. He be Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
Daisy today.
a constitutional treatment.
came first lieutenant in 1873 and capBut I'll pray for you here, each day tain in 1886. In 1897 he was trans requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
while I live
ferred to the pay department with the iy, acting directly upon the blood and
"TACKLE," OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
'Tis all that a poor Soldier's orphan rank of major.
mucous surfaces of the system, thereFISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
can give.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
For bravery in the field against the by destroying the foundation of the
I shall see Papa soon and dear Mama,
at Remoulina, Mexico, May 18 disease, and giving the patient
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
Indians,
too
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
1873, and on the Pecos river, Texas, strength by building up the constituI dreamed so last night and I know April 26, 1875, he was brevetted cap- tion
Hav.
and assisting nature in doing
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
'twill come true;
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.
tain in 1890 and major at the same its work.
The proprietors have so
And they will both bless you.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
I time for gallant services against the much faith in its
curative powers
know when I say
Icdians near Saragossa, Mexico, July that they offer One Hundred Dollars
Wood-Davi- s
Co.
4LFALFA SEED. Ail kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package How
you folded your arms 'round 30, 1876, and in the Bueno mountains, for any case that it fails to cure.
their dear one today
Mexico, May 3, 1881. It was in 1876 Send for list of testimonials. Address
If Its Hardware We Have it.
Phone 14
Phone 14.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
How you cheered her sad heart, and that the command under Bullis marchF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
soothed it to rest,
ed one hundred and ten miles in twenty-Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Ana nusnea its wua throbs on your five
hours and surprised a camp of
Take Hall's Family Pills for constrong, noble breast;
savages.
stipation.
And when the kind Angels shall call
On April 13. 1905, he was appointed
Black
Phone
Phone Black
and placed on the
YOU to come,
a brigadier-genera- l
45
We'll welcome you there to our beau retired list at his own request after
W. H. KERR
tiful home,
RATON
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Where death never comes his black forty years of service.
YANKEE!
SHRINERS MEET IN
Phone us, we will be glad to call for ;
banners to wave,
CERRILLOS
TEMPLE.
MASONIC
NEW
TuesAnd the beautiful flowers ne'er weep
your laundry on Mondayi and
o er a grave."
days and deliver on Thursdays and
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Albuquerque, May 31. The little red Fridays.
From the Chicago Inter-Oceafez is blooming in the streets of the
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Oasis of Albuquerque today; camels are mended and buttons sewed en
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A.. T. & S. F. Depot.
will walk abroad, the harem skirt will your shirts without extra charge.
AROUND THE STATE
be in the limelight and the muezzin PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Telephone 85
Telephone 85
"YOU PUT NO FLOWERS
PAPA'S GRAVE.

The Little Store
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Every Loaf"
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BROS. CO.
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Boy's Blouses If
K&E
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home
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duceare

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

fffflM
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fit-and-
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LOUIS

NAPOLEON

;
j
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Groceries and Delicatessen

d

Weil-Know- n

than

it

it

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Flour

Hardware

Wood
"de
Screened
6a1

LEO HERSCH

45

Lump

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of building material
'

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

to Death While Drunk.

Burner

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.

Arthur Given, a homesteader at PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to cure
of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pro
Fort Morgan, Colorado, was burned 1o any case Piles
in 6 to 14 days or money re.
death in a campfire whUi he was trudlng
50e.
funded,

Ask Yourselves

drunk.

Phone Red 100

THOVIAS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

A

Temperance Victory.
Drinking liquor on trains except in
buffet and dining cars Is prohibited in
Illinois hereafter, by a bill signed by

Governor Deneen.

Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

New Sheep Disease.

The sheepmen of Montrose, Colo,
are victims of a new contagious dis
ease among sheep, which manifests
itself with ulcers on the lip and legs.

RIDE IN THE MOON

and unimproved City Properly, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Barf ain.

CAT K
P0R
rUIV JALC

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

La

P.

$1,500
We repair andcare for all makes
GASOLINE. .AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

Gardner,

a

AGENCY

AT O. K. BARBER

SHOP.

preacher at Tacoma, Washington,
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
beat his
wife over the head
with a club until she was dead. He Phone Red No. 23 Phone Red No.
explained his action, by Baying that

23

103

F. M. JONES.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
Inferior Oil Spoils Smudging,
New York Chop Suey 50c. who
Orchard owners on the west slope
does your Cleaning and Pressing,
of Colorado complain that they lost
those who are best satisfied with
and
thousands of dollars through the use
their orders in that line will surely
of a poor quality of crude oil in smudgrefer you to us. We have built up a
ing.
work
reputation for doing high-clas-s
Baker Chose Carbolic Acid Route.
in a short time and at a very moderate
Preciliano Garcia, a baker at El
We are pleased to receive
charge.
Paso, emptied a bottle of carbolic acid For Best
Work
family
Laundry
trade, and assure you beforebut prompt medical aid saved his life.
hand of complete satisfaction.
He blamed family trouble for his attempt at suicide.
101 Washington Ave
Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
Returns
and
Friday.
Thursday
Preacher Kills His Wife.

T. H. H.

Ifflproved

Modern Residences for Rent.

Telephone 11.
rwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours

mperial Laundry

30 H.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Julius Muralter
TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Pine Rigs, ReliaMe Horses Steele
Buggies, Sanies, Saddle Rsxae.

CALL

UP

Tbone

9

CHAS. CL0S50N

ta

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

31,
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DEEDS, NOT WORDS.

are but slightly different from
the preliminary estimatt-made by!
Mr. Brooks nearly a year ago.
The
figures for 1910 are now at hand and
the report for the year will goon be
issued by the Survey.
"The delay in issuing patents to
coal lands retarded the industries in
1909, especially
mining." says Mr.
Brooks.
"The high price of coal
along the Alaskan seaboard, due to
the nondevelopment of the coal fields,
places a serious handicap on the minIt has also had an ining industry.
direct effect on mining by retarding
railway construction."
There is no doubt, Mr. Brookes further states, that the present inadequate
mineral-lanlaws are a serious handiThey tend to
cap to placer miniag.
discqurage the bona tide miner and
prospector to the advantage of the
speculator, whose particular aim is
to obtain control of large areas of
prospective placer ground without
any real attempt at development.
The Fairbanks placer district is
still the largest producer of gold,
Peninsula being second and the
Juneau district
lode mines of the
Ketchikan still leads in copthird.
Continuation of con
per production.
struction on the Copper River Rail
way stimulated prospecting in the
Chitina district.
of the gold
About
produced in Alaska comes from the
placer deposits, according to Mr.
Brooks.
This ratio will not, how
ever, continue, tor tne aumerious
lode is increasing much more rapid
ly than that from the placers. In
deed, there will probably be a de
crease in the output of placer gold
until the
gravels are mined.
The value of the gold produced in the
auriferious lode mines was $:!,357,3"5
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hay fever, many of whom camp on
summer, seeking rein the
Santa Fe People Have Absolute
mountains
Prom
Proof of Deeds at Home.
the quadrangle was
of fine virgin timber
BARRANCA
TAOS
E
It's not words but deeds that prove
pine, poplar, oak, chestnut, and hemMeets Both North South true merit.
lock. The Virginia-CarolinRailway
The deeds of Doan's Kidney Pills,
penetrates this section and hauls our
Bounds Trains.
For Santa Fe kidney sufferers,
the product of numerous large sawIt Amounted to 401,646 Tons
Barranca on the antral M
Hove made their local reputation.
mills along its lines. The residents
the north bound train and arrives at
Worth $1,306,136 Last
Proof in the testimony of Santa Fe
of a large portion of this country, I
Taos at 7 p. m.
people who have been cured to stay
believe, hope to be included in the ApYear
Ten miles shorter than any other cured.
palachian National Forest. The moun
Good
and
covered hack
way.
food
tains in the north half of the quadranl
Pasquale Tannl, College St, Santa
A great many
remedies for Contagious Blood Poison
teams.
Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I gave a ORIGIN OF ARTESIAN
are composed almost entirely of strong mineral ingredients. They
gle have been stripped of their timber
WATER
Doan's
favor
in
of
to a considerable extent, especially on
TJlIlig
public testimonial
seem to be compounded with the idea that one poison will couneacfror CsanfoxtaL'bl.
teract another provided the stomach and delicate portions of the
the north slopes, which are now used
Kidney Pills to the effect that they
had cured me of a pain in my back, Bulletin
for grazing purposes, producing fine
system can withstand the effects of the strong treatment.
These
S
of
U
Geological
concoctions are intended to kill the poison in the system. In thi?
caused by disordered kidneys. My
and abundant blue grass.
Presents
we
article
down
a
to
want
Survey
to
sit
work obliges me
tell you of S. S. S., a
good
Many
Prosperous Farming and
vegetable remedy
for Contagious Wood Poison, a medicine purely
deal and this weakned my kidneys,
that not only cures the
Stock.
Interesting Facts.
'
disease, but one which from the first dose has a fine tonic effect
We Have Built Up
causing backache. While at work I
'tat"Large numbers of
upon the stomach and the entire system. Nor does S. S. S. attempt
suffered more intensely than at any
tle are owned throughout this sec'.ion
New Mexico has developed notably
to kill the germs within the system, but cures bv REMOVING
other time and I was very anxious to as a coke producer In the last five
of Virginia, mostly Herefords, Jerseys,
them from the blood which is absolutely the only way to cure
find a remedy that would relieve me. years.
From a production of less
and Holsteins. Sheep, hogs, horses,
the disease.
and mules of a high standard are plenLearning of Doan's Kidney Pius, I than 90,000 tons in 1903 the output
to
box
my
It does not require any argument to establish the fact that a blood
a
and
deiignt, has increased to over 400,000 tons in
procured
tiful.
they soon fixed me up in good shape 1910, according to E. W. Parker of the
"The valley formations are mostly of disease can be cured only by a blood purifier; every one will admit the
During the past seven years I have United States Geological Survey, in
limestone and the soil produce? aa truthfulness of this statement.
The question of most importance therehad no need of Doan's Kidney Pills or an advance chapter on coke from
abundance of wheat and corn, which fore is, what medicine has proven by actual results its superiority as a
medicine.'
"Mineral Resources for 1910," and as
are the big crops; hay, oats, rje blood purifier? We claim this distinction for S. S. S., and offer as
any other kidney
proof
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 shown in the following table:
oucKwneat, ana tohacco also return the fact that for more than forty years it has been sold under this claim
n
Co., Buffalo,
Short tons.
cents,
good yields. The region is unexcelled and the demand for it has steadily increased, and we have thousands
S9.63S
New York, sole agents for the united 1903
S3 an
country, the crop of testimonials from cured patients from all parts of the country.
117.747
1906
States.
iarely bei'ig a t'.iilne.
Contagious Blood Poison, as the name
an infectious
and
1907
Remember the name Doan's
205,125
"The Norfolk - Western Railway blood taint which may be communicated from implies, is
one person to another.
1908
274,503
take no other.
traverses this country .md is the nii'u Its virus is of a most
insidious nature, multiplying from an insignificant
1909
373.967
carrier of Its produce. The largest &t germ in the blood, until It becomes
a thorough systemic poison. Its
ROSWELL.
FROM
AND
1910
TO
401,646
leys of the quadrangle are traversed first
WE HANDLE LUMBER
symptom is usually a tiny sore or pimple, but it rapidly spreads,
1910 product was
of
the
The
value
the
three
by
forks of Holston river, and in a short while
In large quantities and have every
the entire body gives evidence of the poison in the
All of the coke made in
Connections made with Automobile $1,306,136.
which unites with the French Broad
modern facility for furnishing the
blood. The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands in the groin swell, the
is
from
mined
New
the
coal
Mexico
for
Roswell,
.dally.
at
line
Vaughn
to form the Tennessee.
The
very best rough or dressed
possibiliin the Raton field, in Colfax county.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
splotches appear on the
ties of developing water power in the hair begins to come out, copper-colore- d
Lumber
and frequently running sores and ulcers break out on the flesh. body,
at 8:30 a. m. nnd arrives at Ros-Origin of Artesian Water.
are
of every description. We are thus
region
very great and are being
o A condition of such serious nature
enabled to make the very best prices well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
utilized to some extent. The rainfall
Whence comes artesian water? It
requires proper treatment.
Not only must the disease be driven out, but the system which has
is
for Lumber of such high grade. Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The is believed by many persons that arin
heavy,
hollow
is
every
nearly
inan
in
1909.
190S
and
in
$4,117,440
and
Torrance tesian water is stored up in the depths
V,Te will be pleased to figure on your fare between Santa F
found a spring, and even the smaller ucen weaKenea Dy me ravages
The three mines
of the ooison, must be built up
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and lot the earth in great reservoirs or crease of $760,105.
contracts.
streams rarely go dry.
S.S.S. CURED HIM.
of the Trcadwell group produced
Reserve seats on auto- exist as mysterious
Roswell $10.
before health can be restored.
"The
entire
underground
is
country
picturesque
silicious
afflicted
ton
of
ore,
with a terrible blood
yielding
Iwu
W.
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Indians, or who may have antedated
them a thousand years, who have lat't
pictographs in the walls that no one
can decipher, whose communal and
cliff dwellings have been only recently excavated by archaeologists, whose
life history as it is revealed by' the
pottery, the implements, the fabrics,
the structure they have left is now
being studied at the School of American Archaeology, the only school of
American archaeology in the world,
and to which is subsidiary the New
Mexico Museum in the Old Palace
which with the adjoining Historical
Museum constitutes' a trio of attractions that in themselves should draw
people to Santa Fe, the oldestrcapital
in the United States.
i
After the return home from 'the
Santa Clara and the Rito de ' los
Frijoles, the visit to the New Mexico
Museum assumes a new aspect. Then
the mural paintings which depict the
Pajarito Park, the life of the Cliff
become
Dwellers,
verities, real,
The
breathing, living actualities.
glow of the camp fires, the glimmer
of light in the caves, the overshadow'
ing house pyramids, the coloring of
the cliffs, the gloom of the forest, all
become part of real life. The exhibits
of baskets, implements, are no longer
the dead remains of a buried past
but fashion themselves into the aspi
rations the achievements of a life
and blood civilization, which though
more than a thousand years old, actu
ally existed in this very country.
More might be written of Santa
Fe's health restoring climate, of its
historic buildings, of the romance of
its conquest and the glamor of its
Pastores still enacted, its processions
and pageants, its modern progress, its
public buildings, its splendid schools
and colleges, its reposeful orchards,
its constant sunshine, summer and
winter, its pure water that comes
from snowfed springs, its past which
reaches into dim prehistoric ages, its
conquest, its present day life, its fu
ture.
The fact is, volumes hrfve beieu
written about it, but unfortunately,
only scholars, scientists and a' few
The real,
connoisseurs read them.
the most practical thing is to come
and see for yourself and to realize
that not one half has been told, that
here, indeed, the United States has
something that Europe can not parall
el and that is as unique as it is attractive, that merges attractions of
widely varying interest; that satisfy
the scholar and student, the tourist
and the sportsman, the healthseeker
and the man of woman who merely
seek rest and recuperation on the
banks of mountain streams in the
depths of the primeval forest.
There is room for thousands; there
are the comforts of such mountain
resorts as the Valley Ranch and
other simple homes on the Pecos; the
comfortable hotels of Santa Fe, hospitable homes, good roads, charming
trails. It is true, that there are not
as yet big caravanseries overburdened
with luxuries of ultra modern life, but
neither are there the sordid commerthe
cialism, the ruinous expense,
chronic itching of the palm which mar
the stay in too many a summer and
winter resort.
Santa Fe is the ideal summer and
winter resort of the country; it will
always be such for its forests and
mountains and cliff dwellings
its
trbut streams, its playgrounds are too
vast ever to be fenced, too perma
nent to be ever effaced, while its sun- nine, salubrious air, equitable climate
offers a constant refuge from the dis
comfort of extremes and from dis
ease and epidemics.
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7:30 p. m.
folks risk their lives," replied her
JOHN H. WALKF.R.
hostess as she rubbed an $8,000 soliH. P.
taire on her velvet sleeve. "I really ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
think a good many people go crazy
over them kind of things. When I was
Santa Fe Commander)
a girl I went to see a man who went
No. i, K. T. Regular
up In a balloon and came down on his
conclave fourth Monparasite, and it affected me so I never
day in each month at
Want to see anything of that kind
Masonic Hall at 7:30
again as long as I live."
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Nearer the Truth.
"Gribble says he has an artistic tem

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

460, B. P. O. E.

WlUIiam G. Dlfferdaffer.
Mrs. Scrapplngton
Why sot
Mr. Scrapplngton He is a bachelor.
Smart Set,. 'J; ;

Larcre
w SamDla
a
Boom for Com

h.

Unexcelled

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

West

BOOMS IN SUITS WITH PRIVATE BATH

;

The Unmarried Model.
Mr. Scrapplngton
There would be
fewer divorces if mora men were like

L

The Palace Hotel

CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Clumsy Compliment.
He was a flatterer, but a clumsy
one. Noting that the girl of his heart
Santa Fe Lodge of
possessed beautiful teeth that shone
Perfection No. 1, 14th
like ivory, he ventured to pass a comdegree. Ancient and Acpliment
cepted Scottish Rite of
"Dearest," he whispered, leaning
Free Masonry meets on
over the music rack, "your teeth are the third Monday of each month
like piano keys "
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Freezing him with an icy glance, Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
she turned on her heel. "Sir, how
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
dare you insult me."
dially invited to attend.
"Insult you?!' 5
S. SPITZ, 31
"Yes, insinuate that my teeth are
Venerable Master.
as large as piano keys." And without
another word she left the narlor. HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
leaving him crestfallen and be
wildered.

Santa Fe, N. M

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

Secretary.

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

sayr

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
'
well lighted and ventilated,Rooms en suite with private bath an I phone.
'

ALL HAVE TROUBLE.

-

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

,

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

Proprietor.

GEO. W. PRICHARD.

President
C. J. NEIS,
.
Secretary.

First Deaf and Dumb Man This
world Is full of trouble.
Second Paf and Dumb Man
That's right. I have o tie my wife'
hinds at night, so that she. cant talk
her sleep.

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen

!

"It

Is said
itomach wiil
"Maybe so,
bay window'

C. G. Richie,"

Sec.

stupid!

right on the mouth!"
Then he kissed her right, on the

"He kissed her
mouth,''

"THE QUALITY OF MERCY IS"

Mrs.

13514,

m&?VZ,m$
bors welcome.

X.';

-

W.'

If.

4

Cold

Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LUPE

::

Proo.

HERRERA.

GlXSa ALE, WILD CHERRY, IMMH S&3A,
IS3T BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, CK0 CGU,

CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.

tiftt
:

mt Iwtttf

EW

x'x

Genuine Aztec Spiring Mineral Witer.

Herewith are some "bargains Offered
b the New Mexican Printing " com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5: Missouri Code
Pleadings,
16; the two 1 tort W
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, "1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets,' $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
New
two or more books, $1 each.
Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive, 83.30 each. Compilation Corporation Lairs,' 75 c. Compilation Mining Laws, 9 o Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50: full list school blanks.

AS

ra

driaks nade f
filtered water

SANTA FE BOTTUKG

VCUS

E33Y
Bnptfetor.
!

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of The World

Ail

'neonvenknee? by Purchasing- - Walls
1UVUVJ s Fargo Domestic Mmejr Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

SftVfi MOflPV

many people are now iming

Payable

PaxtJne ToUet Antiseptic

i
The new toilet germicide 'powdetob
Prisoner In regard to the evi
dissolved in water as needed.
dence, your honor, you'll pardon me For all toilet and hygienic uses it Is
better and more economical.
If I say a few words-Ju- dge
I would To cleanse and whiten- - the
Yon're mistaken
teeth, remove tartar and'
not pardon you should you taflr for a
decay.
week! Three months. Next case, of- Toprevent
disinfect the mouth, deficer.
stroy disease germs, and
purify the breath.
To keep artificial teeth and
The Orator.
bridse work clean, odorless
To remove nicotine from the teeth ana
Though h talks and tata
And nobody c hoars,
purify the breath after smoking.
Rwoet la the sound
To eradicate perspiration and body
Of his vole to hie ears.
oaors oy sponge Mining.
The best antiseptic wash known,
Relieves, and strengthens tired, weak,
Twe Kinds.
Heals sore throat, woundi
"He's just ghrea a bis check tor m inflamed eye
xsmna &o ou. a box, arnreivu
indents,
old master."
er br mall postpaid. Sample X
"Wass'l his wife enooghr
THa PATOSfTOiLBTa8orrr-jBja- a

TefaphssMiM 3$ mat
yosur orders BsHlrerW.

12 feSovbg are ttgfested & the thirsty as
sMettbgeM

AntisepticsorPeroxIdo

'

Hot

SOFT DRINKS

meets second Tues
day each month, so-cial meeting third
Tuesday at ' Elks
Hall. Visting neigh
"'
WHITTIER, Consul

Instead of Liquid
x

Regular Meals 25c.

Night.

Cor.
Daisy

Santa Fe Camp
A.

A. G.

The Proper Way.

&

Farmer.

night"
Suie!
can you tell wheth
er it's English or Italian cpera?
Gwendolen Look at tha libretto,

Short Orders run Day

.

a Pivot.
that Bleeping on the
prevent nightmare-- "
but a man with a large
is' liable to oscillate all

Esmeralda-nHo-

Coronado Restaurant

Second
Meets
Furnished rooms in connection.
and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's 222 San Francisco Street
::
Hall. H. Foreman,

On

p

d'

and lore, 83 exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of tbe civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmittals; agency public or
private.
Inteatst allowed oa time deposits, at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six month' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. Tno bank
executes all orders of its paaroas ia tbe "ritMng Htt and
to extend to them as kberaJ treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety aad the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronago of the public Is
respectfully solicited.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall at

IT 8HOCKED HER.

snow-covere- d

the-cliff-

- TrssassKtsa tesstcal fesnMag bosJaess la aH-i-ts
brandies.
the Eirast, Hwarabte terms, oa all kinds of
roeney
persoaal aad collateral sccarttr, Bu'ys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets tor Ha costonsers. Bay and sells dooies-t- k;

Ians

Fraternal Societies

Columbus, Ohio!, May 31 Tbe Senate today barred a number of newspapermen from the floor of the Senate
for refusing to testify in the bribery
hearing.
-

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITirnON IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

- $150,000
Capital Stock
Surplusand Undivided Profit - 80.000

i

NEWSPAPERMEN BARRED
FROM OHIO SENATE.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Casbter,

P. McKANE, Assistant Casbicf.

OF SANTA FE.

'

GENERAL AGENTS.
Life Insurance,

31, 1911.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Fire Insurance

j. b. read,

L. A.

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

Peni-tente-

'

J.rKum. haUnt,
hughes, Yktiwidett

I

N. ESPE

THEODORE

I

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

D. JH0ULT0N

.

atd to feel the :tug of the trout at
.3 i
i
i
ii
,.tuly iJult?,
la
ueiiguL ui aiiuLuei jimu.
Tr return to camp tired but happy
New Mexico hardly suggests cool to enjoy the fresh trout fried in
breezes trout fishing and comfortable bacon fat and in bread crumbs, to
to He down to slumber under the starry
days in the good old summer time
where
is
That
traveler.
sky, is a third delight which is vouchthe average
safed the maji or Woman who dares
ee has a surprise coming.
Last year, the highest temperature to leave the beaten tracks and come
recorded by the weather bureau at to Santa Fe to summer in its moun-Sant- a
Fe was 88 in the shade, and 88 tain and forest fastnesses at the city's
in the shade in a dry climate like i very doors.
There is a compensation in the fact
that of Santa Fe is more comfortable
There was not that so few have discovered this land
than 70 in Chicago.
a night all last summer that the tem- of a thousand , wonders, of which
perature did not drop to below 65 and mountain, stream, fishing and gunning
the drop always occurs early in the are only one phase of many side atsecevening, giving a good, long night of tractions such as bless no other
if
for
the
of
tion
this
elsewhere
Continent,
when
refreshing sleep,
people swelter and welter, toss and crowds came piling in here, Santa Fegroan, because of the heat and hu- - might degenerate into a mere European watering place, or a mere fash
midity.summer rendezvous.
As it
ionable
to
outsider
difficult
the
for
It is
realize the fascination of a summer at is, it is infinitely more beautiful, more
more attractive than any or
Santa Fe; he can hardly form an ade joyous,
a11 of tliesej
cool
of
of
idea
the
days
quate
delight
end cooler nights, just as little as he
can believe unt-- i he has seen the sub' from which on one side, the waters
gathered from the eternal .snows
f th .nrrnnndin
umu
down to the Pecos and on the
mountain and forest scenery. .
The
lnt he 10 Grande.
is
Mexico
New
impression outside of
ance t0
0 ,Grande 1'a
it is an arid country, and this
r ad " st,reams' therefore,
impression is correct with these modi- - ,onf unto
greater ver6
eleven
New
Mexico
has
ifications:
' ume.
on the north, in Taos
Beginning
million acres, an area equal to that
number of excep- of Maryland and New Jersey combln- on wWch
strams
fine
ed, m National Forests. It has several nesUe alsQ Indjan
a thousand
b,
of
owned
million acres more
privately
and more ymn old
guch , the Rl0
ioresLS.
ii lias scores ui vast uiuuu- - Pueblo, for Instance. Then, there is the
tain masses, the most beautiful and Penasco, on which is the quaint and
highest of which is the Blood of ancient pueblo of Picuris besides sevChrist Range which culminate near eral prosperous native setlements,
0
Santa Fe in a dozen peaks from
but which flows alone and without huto 13,230 feet high. It has a hund- man habitation in
sight before it
red or more rivers, which even though ieaches the lower country.
There,
they dwindle and become
at an elevation of more than 10,000
when they reach the plains, are noisy feet, not so far from the timber line,
streams Id the mountains, alive with fishing is declared superb.
A catch
trout
of sixty or more trout in several
There
Santa Fe lies in the very heart of this hours Is not at all unusual.
region of scenic wonders. Eight miles too, one runs across deer and occasto the east begins the Pecos National ionally bear and smaller game. Here,
Forest of half a million acres, reach- may be found a sulphur spring on one
side and an iron spring on the other,
ing from the gates of the capital to
the gates of Las Vegas, a superb scen- with hot springs further down the
ic highway being under construction fertile valley.
Going south, there are other
between the two cities to bisect this
streams
worth while: the Santa Bars
strstch-egreat forest. Thij,road already
more than 20 miles out of Santa Fe, bara, the Truchas, the Santa Cruz,
e
Nalnbe'
e
crossing the Dalton Divide at an
and best of all,
Santa Fe,
que,
and
of
morethan
vation
9,000 feet,
which gives life to the Santa Fe val20 miles out of Las Vegas. This highley and which .rises on the Lake Peak
way is the key to marvelous moun- with
lakes in a gloomy
tain and forest scenery and the en- crater crystal
at an elevaabove its
trance to as fine a trout fishing coun- tion of more than source, feet.
To
12,000
try as is to be found anywhere. Here this there are good trails, and up the
the Pecos rises, only 23 miles as the Santa Fe canyon winds the Scenic
crow flies from the Rio Grande, which
Near its source, too are
Highway.
it joins after 500. miles of meander the Holy Ghost Lake above which
ing through New Mexico and Texas. rises a wooden cross of the
Brook after brook carries its waters
Time moves so rapidly nowadays it
to it on the forest reserve, the
To the beauty of these mountain seems, that most
people have the
the Holy Ghost Creek, the fastnesses is added their accessibility.
greatest difficulty to keep up with
Willow creek, the Mora, Davis creek, There is no
of
or
crevasses,
danger
was a time not so many
the Macho, the Indian creek, and abysses, or avalanches. Here one can events. There
decades ago when an encyclopedia
cutall
with
all
alive
trout,
others,
reach the altitude of some of the most was serviceable ten or twenty years
ting their way through gulches and famous peaks in the Alps without a but nowadays, an enclyclopedla may
canyons, dashing over cliffs and rush-- i guide, without encountering any dan- be said to be behind the times the
ing by acres' and acres of columbine, ger, on horseback in a few hours and moment it is off press and a year or
wild cosmos, wild cherries, wild rasp- on foot in a day's tramp.
two put it hopelessly out of date, un
berries, or murmuring sleepily for
West of the Rio Grande, there are less it be supplemented by a yaar
miles under tall pines, fir and spruce two streams and canyons, quite differ
book' such as 'The New International
But the Pecos is noblest of ent from those enumerated.
trees.
The Year Book" for 1910, which has just
on
all
and
before
it
leaves
which
the
them
Santa Clara,
fishing is good, reached tio editorial table and for the
Pecos Forest it is quite a majestic but whose course offers what perhaps
newspaper office seems to fill an ach
stream.
no other stream in' the world can ing void. Such statistics as the popuIt is only a narrow ridge that show. At Its mouth, is one of the most lation figures of the 1910 census are
divides the tributaries of the Pecos picturesque of the Pueblo villages, to be found here and every
subject is
Around its midfrom those that flow into the Rio that of Santa Clara.
up to December 31, 1910. The
brought
Grande. Both systems rise on the Pe- dle course gather the cliff and com necrology 1s very complete and ar
cos Forest and there is many a van- munal dwellings, culminating in the ticles like "Aeronautics" and "Astrontage point where the eye sweeps be- wonderful Puye, a honse of a thousand omy? are brought up to the latest deyond the Rio Grande on one side and rooms, which has been in great part velopment. The volume is Beautifully
beyond the Pecos on the other. But excavated. At its head, the depths of illustrated and is invaluable as a supnine miles out of Santa Fe the Stak- the Jemez forest, which forms a natur plement to any encyclopedia and as a
ed Plains more than 200 miles south- al park of a million acres just as the work of reference should have a place
east are visible, while each turn of the Pecos forest is a partk to the east, the in every library, newspaper office and
head brings into view new vistas of Carson forest to the north and school house.
plain and mountain; the Taos range the Manzano forest to the south.
to the north, the Magdalenas to the Just across the Jemez divide are faThe products of the manufacturing
south and the Valles range to the mous sulphur, sodr and hot springs. industries
exceed in value $400,000,-00east, with portions of the cliff dwell- Here are romance, history, ethnology,
a year or fully seven times the tocansublime
archaeology,
in
the
mountains,
the
ings
foreground,
eye
tal assessed . valuation of New Mexsweeping in the clear atmosphere ons, good fishing and good hunting, all ico. About 100,000 wage earners are
within
the compass of a day's walk.
some thirty thousand square miles of
0
Twenty-fiv- e
miles
farther south, employed and these receive $63,000,-00mountains, valleys, mesas and cana year in, salaries and wages. The
over
roads
the
that
Ten
pass
through
yons.
peaus, each
over 12,500 feet high loom in view midst of twenty thousand prehistoric capital invested exceeds $275,000,000
and 300,000 horsepower turn the
toward the north and over it all rests cave, cliff and communal dwellings
When New Mexico reaches
a tuequolse sky that rivals that of and past the depths of the White Rock wheels.
that stage in its career, when its
cut
Canon
into
volcanic
the
cliffs
by
and
a
breeze
that is gentle
lisps
Naples
factories and shops turn out
as a zephyr but has the tang of the the Rio Grande, lies the laughing little mills and
thirty-fiv- e
times as much as they do
of
vale
the
Rito
los
de
Frijoles, the
pines and the snow covered peaks in it.
At the feet nestle Alpine blossoms In scene of Bandelier's Delightmakers. now, it will be only where Minnesota
such quantities that they
weave a No wagon road has ever been built is today.
pattern of orienta' brilliancy to the1 into its depths; even the trail is
very rim of the mountain plateau. steeper than other trails, as if Nature
The Las Vegas police department
Here is freedom, here is peace, here intended to guard her most cherished has ordered a general clean-uand
Here, there announces that it wil enforce strictly
is communion with the moBt High, jewel most assiduously.
here one can feel and understand the sings a stream, pf water past prehls: the ordinances providing that back
toric talus Villages, past a ceremonial
poet, who, weary of the rush of gay cave
yards must be cleared of all rubbish.
like a crow's
high in
Paris, nauseated by the falseness, the nest but
garbage, manure and other
to
enough accommodate ing and epidemic causing refuse. The
vanity, and what some people call life, an entirelarge
house, past a circular com- aim is to make Las Vegas the cleanfame and happiness, took his staff
munal
and made on foot the journey through above dwelling that appears rroai est and healthiest city in New Mexico,
like the Roman forum, past the an
the Harz, singing:
aspiration which Santa Fe should
House and Ranch of the Ten Alders,
"O'er the mountains I would wander then
through a vigorous cleandispute
two
suddenly making
leaps some up campaign before summer sets in
Where the breezes cool are blow 160 feet
to the level of the
Rio in earnest.
ing."
Grande, waterfalls whose beauty and
To ait here under the shade of the
volume, but not whose
height, is
never-silen- t
pines, to have the hands rivalled only by the falls of the Narabe
are God
"Smallpox and typhoid
in the
waters of the brook twenty miles north of Santa Fe. Almighty's idea of dirt," said a cele
that laps against the
If there
Here, the School of American Archae- brated physician recently.
rocks, to dream for hours, to, abstain ology, with headquarters in the Old is typhoid or smallpox in Santa Fe it
even from thinking, and just surren- Palace at Santa Fe, holds a summer is because there is dirt that should b i
der to the delights of being one with session; here a tent city is to cuddle cleaned away, because there are nutnature, that is Nirvana, supreme satis in the shadow of the cliffs that at houses and back yards that are filthy,
faction.
To follow the stream to its one time were alive with a' population because there are manure
that
sonuce with line and hook in hand, whose origin and whose ultimate fate! breed flies, because there isheaps
no sewer,
to cast the fly upon the waters where are shrouded la mystery, who may system, because Santa F3 is not
they eddy at the foot of huge cliffs have been the ancestors of the Pueblo clean.
AND
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FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
1
3

l For
COUCH'S

Mrs

at poaelar pries

HACK

LINE

Bugglst ami saddle hsrsee.
TKEODCSE

'

CORlfCK, Prop.

1
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31,

THE SANTA FB NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

a General Banking

Business

;

President

. B. LAUGHLIN,

;

H. F. STEPHENS' Cashier,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.
j

.

Cashier

U

;

Turquoise, Laveliers,
Opals,

Amethysts,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

Waltham is Americas,
''yHE
pioneer watch. Here and

IN

abroad it is recognized as
type of
We are headquarters for the

GOLD AND SILVER
FILIGREE

time-piec- e.

Waltham Watch

2.

do-t- ake

Spanish-America-

as

k

Before you make a watch purchase K
?
let us tell you how and
phy you "
will get more for your
money' in 'a
Waltham. A full assortment of all
grades.

"Jfs Time You Owned a Waltham."

S.

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

,

,

ex-M-

I

IINSURANCE
Boiler)

MARKETJEP0RT

Real Estate
(City

Property-Ranch-

etc. Renting)

es

Surety Bonds
ct)

O. C.
Offices

119

WATSON & CO.

San Francisco St.

2

Santa Fe, New Mexico

PROTECT YOUR EYES1
.At this season of the year the glare is unusually severe on the eyes,
as is the dust Of course, we know that a mere inflammation of the
eyes 1b not trachoma, a certain doctor of the Indian service notwithstanding. But we must reduce the amount of light that pours
in through the windows and for that purpose we have some very desirable SILK GAUGE 50 INCH WIDE GREEN CURTAINS. Seeing
them is liking them. We also have some, calsomin and paints suited
to decorate the home, inside and outside. Call on us and we will
show you our furniture, too.

Maline and Chiffon in all

I

EXPERT EMBALMER5

&

7--

oi

i

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

hasLr8u,B'

Is Your Automobile Protected Against
FIRE,

LIGHTNING,

EXPLOSION,

?

Ask About the Automobile Policy Issued by
THE COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Phoie

Black No. 52

Phone Mart No. 229 Residence

South-Eas-

..

&

Insurance, Agency.

t

60;

western $34.65; yearlings

That

solved
5houlp furnish

R E.
You

Your body and makeit
flTTO LIVE" IN- - You owe
TH,S

yjnhmv

ToYr5elfAnOTo
Kno

FRIENDS-Yc- u

COOD rRONT

MimmtYl

mixed .).7iirnfi.05;
heavy $:,.3.".'?i 6;
rough $o.oa.,a; good to choice !
heavy $5.75(fj6; pigs $5.50&6.05; bulk
of sales $.j.!i(rg 6;
blieep
Receipts 22,000. Market;
weak, mostly 10c lower. Native $3fi i
4

(

17yMV0UR
ikMttK

Corner Plala

$4.MT&a.bU; stoclicrs and feeders $3.90
t' 5.75; cows and heifers $2.50(6 5.!s0;
calves $.").25i?( 8.
'
Hogs
Market
Receipts 33,000.
5 to 10 cents lower.
Light $5.7r( G.KJ;

nr

r

raw

u

$4.:

lambs
native Si T.f fi e.tt- '
(O.10:
western $1.25ffi 6.65.
Kansas City, May 31. Cattle Re
ceipts 8,000. Market steady to weak.
-

f

native steers $5.10 6.55; southern
'
jstsers $4.33 5.60; southern cows and
j heifers $3
4.50; native cows and heif--i
jcrs $2,705(6.10; stockers and feeders!
?4.50ffi 5.60;
bulls $3.905: calves
$4.50r 7.50; western
steers $4.80
i

TlHT

r

Iff

ft lUtTll

BOwM

CO

CWHLt3'

"

'

i

6.10; western

-

cows $34.75;
Negligee
Receipts 23,000. Market 5;Dress
to 10c lower. Rulk of sales $5.80
o.3u; heavy $.,.80 5.90; packers and,'
butchers $3.80 5.95; light $5.85 6.
Sheep
Receipts 10,000. Market
Corliss-Coo- n
soft and linen collars; ties correct in shape
steady to weak. Muttons $3.60 4.50;
lambs $5.50 7; fed wethers and yearand color. B. V. D., Porosknit and other underwear at
lings $4 5.75; fed western ewes $3.60
right prices. Hosiery so tasty that you will roll
Hogs

I

and soft

shirts, the proper capers, at

i

50c .to $2.00

4.00.

trousers up.

BUTTER.
New York, May 31. Butter, unsettled. Creamery
sueciala

lllVm

2.1Cl22:

OAdi

securities
Reinsurance due on paid

147,950.00

losses
Cash on deposit and in
office

I

The Leaders in Price Making.

01

FIRE
INSUR
ANCE CO., OF NEW YORK.
Statement as of January 1st, 1911.
ASSETS.
Stocks and bonds owned $10,49S,OS5.00
Real Estate owned
67,500.00
Loans on bond and mortgage
529,500.00
Premiums in course of
collection
930,368.31
Interest, dividends and
rents accrued
96,785.50
Estimated equity in other

your

this goes to help put on that "GOOD

All

FRONT"

state' dairy'

FIDELITY-PHENI-

See' our special counter for week end sales

Ml
I
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END & GO.
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Are You a Coffee Critic?

A

a

F SO WE ARE L

FOR YOU

WE SELL CHASE AND SANBORN'S

I

2,989.58

Teas and Coffees

1,517,120.03

Total Assets
$13,790,298.42
LIABILITIES.
Unearned Premiums
$ 6,610,468.24
Losses in Process of Set-

tlement

581,255.37
224,488.02

All other Claims
Reserve for
contested

Liabilities (not losses) . .

Policyholders Surplus ..
Capital ...$2,500,000.00
Net Surplus 3,234,086.79

K

These goods are used in all the Harvey Hotels, the Frisco
System, and most of the large hotels in the country. If it
PAYS THEM to use this line it certainly w ill PAY YOU
WE HAVE FRESH CONSIGNMENTS

640,00.00
5,734,086.79

EVERY

TEN DAYS

KAUNE

H. S.

..$5,73086.79

& CO.

$13,790,298.42

The Pathway to the

Our Saturday Special Sales

Store
Drug
most
Is

trodden by

those

whose scientific

knowledge of medicinal chemicals is
slight. The Druggists themselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufacturer for the quality
of chemicals dispensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

I2l3.

With a 'Cascaret
Ranch yesterday and had dinner there.
In another auto were Game and Fish
Warden Thomas P. Gable, Mr. and Never any Headache, Biliousness, IndiMrs. Carl Bishop and Internal Revenue
No more
gestion or Constipation
Collector Henry P. Brfrdshar.
y
miserable days after, this..
"The week oh, so dull fn its pasThis is the day of theentle in
ended in a blaze
sing first days
of glory for the younger set, and all medicine.
The cathartic pill is
Salts and castor oil bebecause Anita and Estelle , Bergere
came down, Saturday for a weekend long to grandmother's time. The
"Always Reliable':
Charm modern doctor deals mildly. Cascarets
visit ,.with Reina-- j Grunsfeld.
DRUGGISTS
ing girls, - those and tremendously are effective, yet gentle. They don't
A round of gayety follows irritate or gripe.
They don't, like
pretty.
in the wake of these Capital City catnartics, waste the digestive fluids.
Phone M-- Nifht
Phone led 58
Cascarets do only what some foods
belles wherever they go, but no one
will
some
what
fruits
do,
will
over the dark-hai- r
do,
makes more
,
Bergere girls than the what exercise does for the bowels.
ed,
action is natural, not artificial.
society folk here. , The immediate re-- Their
11 you "ve OUIQOOr
ercise a great
suit" of Miss Orunsfeld's week-enparty was the motor Jtrip yesterday dea1, and avoid ric foods' you d011'1 CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
afternoon which Mrs. Simon Stern 'ned tbem' otnerwlfe yol do.
j. iic uiubi ueiiJiui laxauve ever ae
gave for the Bergere sisters. To be
SIGN WRITING
18
are canay
Va"
sure it was not a case of showine ; :
. .ey
ets, pieasam 10 taKe. Tnen, they
the sights, since these two have often
The ten-ceFirst Class Work Guaranteed
box
visited here, but it was a very jolly are convenient.
motor party for all that and lasted fits the vest pocket or the lady's purse.
That is a vital point The time to
until 4 o'clock, which was the hour take
a laxative is the minute you susset for Miss Grunsfeld's tea." Alpect that you need it. Don't wait till PAUL P. LACASSAQNE
buquerque Journal.
uuii i wau ua mgni.
. 309 Saa Francisco
juu gei nuiue;'taken
The Rev William O'Ryan a well Qne
Cascaret.
any time, makes
Street
known Catholic priest of Denver, will
you feel great and they cost only 10c
arrive In Santa Fe' Friday for a visit, per box.
.

Santa Je Abstract, Realty

1

MISS A. MUGLER

Wool

I7l8;

WYiv rF
7Ww1
rVV
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fine line of lace for trimmings on Hats and Dresses : : : : : : :

4

AKERS - WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

Put Up alGood Front

pretty colors, as also a

Eck-man-

n
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MILLINERY

it.- . .......
H. W. Brown, a grocery salesman of scepticism a t0 th possibility of curing
Denver, is at the Palace.
sinr
wun Tuborcu- u. iioppenratn,. a ary goods sales- - : ; we
aimciea
Uo
losls,
should
precisely
man Of Pueblo, IS at the Palace.
ask others to
Kckman s Alt.a!
J. Eaton, the well known meat sales- nvo promptly ana faithfully. . . . The
reason we should do this, and warrant
we
man, is here from Kansas City.
haye for asking all Consumptives to
F. W. Drake, who has many friends take It, is that we have the reports of
many cures; one of which follows-161in Santa Fe, is here from Hodges.
Susquehanna Ave., Phila., Pa
Gentlemen: "For two
Mrs. P. M. A. Lienau and children
I was
afflicted with hemorrhagesyears
of the lunfts
are visiting friends in Albuquerque.
the number totaled nearly one hundred!
Miss M. A. Ponce of El Paso, is a Our family physician advised another
climate, as to remain would probably be
sightseer registered at the Palace.
fatal; however, I remained, and In FebMrs. D. H. Downer of Grand Junc- ruary or 1902, I was taken with a severe
attack
of
When I rfcovered
tion, Colorado, is visiting Mrs. F. An- sufficiently pneumonia.
Jo walk about the house I was
drews.
left With a friRhtful hacking
which no medicine f had taken cough,
could
C. A. Siringo,the noted
alleviate. I was HRain advised to go to
part of the country. It wa at
detective, is at the Montezuma another
this time, March, 1902. that I learned of
hotel.
Kckman's Alterative. In a short time my
Hon. Samuel Eldodt, former terri- cough was gone and I was pronounced
well' or 'cured.' Since that time I have
torial treasurer, is here from Chamita, had two
Blight attacks of
and I have resorted to no otherpneumonia
the guest of S. Spitz.
medicine
to effect a cure.
I am at present in excellent health and
Mrs. George Dixon, vice principal of
as long as I can obtain
's
the
Normal school, reel that
Alterative. I have no fear of ConI
at El Rito is in the city.
cannot
too highly for
sumption.
the good it has done."speak
Miguel Otero, son of Governor M. A.
HOWARD L. KLOTZ.
(Signed)
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis.
Otero, is ill at St. Vincent's sanitariAsthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
um. He has a severe cold.
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Whitney of Chi and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
for additional evidence,
cago, are at the Palace. Mr. Whitney Philadelphia,
tor Sale by Pa,,
all leading druggists and
is a well known hat salesman.
Horace Applegate,
the clothing by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
salesman of St. Louis, who frequently He will address the
graduates of the
visits Santa Fe, was here yesterday.
New Mexico Normal University at Las
Allen Barrett, editor of the Estancia
Vegas tonight.
Daily Herald, returned home last
Mrs. Mary Hurt, who has been visevening after spending the day in the
iting her son, conductor W. C. Hurt,
capital.
l lne Banla re
"
Vegas,
Dr. and Mrs. E. Almon Leonard are
n'annine to Rnend rwr, months thiJ nas returned to San'a Fe.
Attorney J. H. Crist left this mornsummer with relatives in Boston and
ing for Pagosa Springs, Colorado,
vicinity.
P. Zirtman,' a tourist from Berlin, where he goes to, try several importGermany, was in the qity yesterday on ant criminal cases, one of them an
his way to the coasfc. He registered "unwritten law" case. Thence he
will go to attend district court at Tier-r- a
at the Palace.
Amarilla on June 12.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, director of the
Instruction Acasio Gallegos has gone
to Tajique, Torance county, to spend School of American Archaeology, who
a few days with relatives and friends. ' hfls been lecturing in Colorado, is
and Mrs. Samuel G. Cartwright, pected to arrive in Las Vegas tonight
'
son Edward, with Douglas Walker as ln time to attend the exercises of the
driver, made an auto trip to the upper New Mexico Normal University. Dr.
fecos yesterday and brought home a Hewett was at one time president of
the Normal University.
mess of trout.
Miss Anita Bergere and Miss Estella
Bergere returned yesterday from Albuquerque where they attended a very
enjoyable house party given by Miss
Grunsfeld.
MONtY AND METALS.
Kw York, N. Y., May 31. Lead
J. H. McHughes, former city mar- shal of Santa Fe, and now foreman at dull. $4.40 4.50; standard copper dull,
the Cash Entry mine, was' in the city spot and July, fll.7012.44; silver,
He was registered at the 53
yesterday.
amalgamated, 65
sugar,
Montezuma hotel.
; 119;Atchison, 114; Great Northern,
terR.
C.
130
New York Central,
Major
Rankin, assistant
preferred,
ritorial traveling auditor, has returned, 107
Northern Pacific. 130- - Read- Irom a trip to Bernalillo and Valencia ing, 157
Southern Pacific, 118
counties and will spend several days Union Pacific, 185; steel, 76
Prewith his family. Las Vegas Optic.
ferred, 118
prime mercantile pa
Miss Anna E. Porter, assistant per, 3
4 per cent; Call money
treasurer and collector of Torrance steady, 2 2
Mexican dollars,
county, with headquarters at Estancia, 45.
was the guest yesterday of Miss Maud
St. Louis, Mo.,May 31. Lead firmer,
Hancock and returned home last even- $4.22
spelter, steady, $5.22
r
ing.
COTTON. '
Sheriff Silviano Roybal of Rio ArriNew York, May . 31. Cotton
spot
ba county, is in the city today and closed quiet, 5 points, higher.
Middling
will take to Tierra Amarilla, Juan uplands 15.85;
middling Gulf 16.10;
Cruz and Roman Martinez,
charged sales 300 bales.
with murder. They will he tried In
Liverpool, Eng., May 31. Closing
district court there in June.
cotton spot quiet; prices one point
W. E. Johnson, the noted opponent higher; American miadling fair 882;
of those who sell or give liquor to the good middling 850;
middling S28; low
Indians, and who is chief special off- middling 808; good ordinary 7S2; oricer of the bureau of Indian affairs, dinary 757. Sales 4,000 bales.
was in the city yesterday on his way
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIB8.
to Denver.
Chicago, 111., May 31. Wheat-J- uly
P. H. Brame of Denver, an adver89
Sept.-8"
tising specialist, spent part of the
Corn July,
53
8
Sept.,
day in Santa Fe on his way to Albu- 53
querque where he will arrange with
Oats July, 35
Sept. 35
H. B. Hening secretary of the New
Pork July, $1455; .Sept. 14.20.
j
Mexico Bureau of Immigration for a
Lard- Julv Ss
oia 1
. ns., Rant
fo.m
vigorous advertising campaign for 18.15.
New Mexico.
Ribs July, $7.82
Sept. $7.77
Miss Blanche Roberts, daughter of
WOOL MARKET.
i
ti k.nl
Ma tr T TK....
Ma' May SL-firm,
returned from Taos, where she
been visiting with her uncle and aunt,
.
tine mediums
fine
Mr. and Mrs. Squire Hartt of that!
LIVESTOCK.
place. Miss Roberts has been away
111., May
31. Cattle Refor a month and claims she had a Chicago,
17,000. Market steady to. 10c
ceipts
very pleasant visit."
Texas
$5.156.40;
E. E. Perrenot, vice president of the lower; beeves
steers $4.60 5. 55; western steers
Two Republic Life Insurance Company of El Paso, is in the city. With
Deputy Insurance Commissioner P. M. End Bowel
Misery
A. Lienau, an. Mr. and Mrs. S. G.
Cartwright, he went to the Valley
iprp

faX'
" uu,"

Your Patronage Solicited
'

Honest Advice to
Consumptives

PERSONAL MENTION

Pnmplinw

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does

r

IE, N. II.

'

Butt Bros.

Will enable you

TO

BUY

Ladies Silk and Lawn Waists
Muslin

AT

HOME

And save money

Spring and Summer Dresses,
Underwear

For Saturday

May 27

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.
COMMENCEMENT!
Nothing
.

,

Beautiful
Sandwich

Designs

Trays

4 .

Co.

Can be More

Appropriate.

of Sterling Silver Picture Frames Colognes
Lockets Chains Silver Deposit Wire.
I can give you ideas.
TRY ME

I

C. YONTZ,

to-d- o

THAT

SUMMER

OUTING

,

MORE BY THE PAIR. BUT LE88 BY THE YEAR.
Get a shoe that your toes will have room in. Come see
son Corn Dodger last.
,

,

a Stet

John Pflueger

eONTINUOJLIS

SERVICE

DAY

AND

SOLE AGENTS

rjElectric Irons That Stay Hot
FOR

:

"
y

WIRE

,

Electric Toasters

UP

THOSEt DARK

PLACES

Santa Fe Water afld Light Company ,

Water Heaters and Percolaters
91

V

V

if

MEXICAN

HATS

and Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter
Artistic
Latest in Hand Color- inf Post Cards.
Framing.

New

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
'

1

San Francisco Street.

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric . Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing' Dishes
Electric Tea Pots

W

sSf"?

deep-eyed-

FOR

h
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St, Louis Rocky fill &

acific

Company

Railway

IK

RATON NEW MEXICO.

I cubic feet per day
sold at 35 cents

BREWERS MAKE

SEVEN

and the gas is being
per thousand feet

Retail Cost of a Glass of
Beer Is Only Two Fifth
of a Cent

1911.

31,

Woman's Power

Every effort will be made by communities in the United Staets to combat
this effort to kidnap industries, although an appearance of cordiality
has been evidenced by tjie replies
sent by commercial bodies to the announcement that the "Calgary comet"

BIGJROFIFTS

YEARS OF

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

M.

Over Man
Women's roost glorious endowment is the power
to awaken and hold the pure and honest love of a
worthy man. When she loses it and still loves on,
no one in the wide world can know the heart agony
she endures. The woman who suffers from weakness and derangement of her special womanly organism soon loses the power to sway the heart of
man. Her general health suffers and she loses
her good looks, her attractiveness, her amiability
and her power and prestige as a woman. Dr. R.V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.Y.,witfc
the assistance of his staff of able physicians, has prescribed for and cured many
thousands of women. He has devised a successful remedy for woman's ailments. It is known as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It is a positive
specific for the weaknesses and disorders peculiar to women. It purifies, regulates, strengthens and heals. Medicine dealers sell it. No honest dealer will
advise you to accept a substitute in order to make a little larger profit.

is approaching.
Businessmen and Civics.
(Head Up)
The devotion to business of ChiIn effect Sept, 1st 1910
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that
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at 9;00 . ra, dally excep? and
Will Take Place on June 22 Monu
Stage leaves Ute Parte. N, M.. for Kllzabothtown.
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ance of this rule is n evidence here
for his wife. I was willincr to take it. But the dreams of wild riding cow- wages are twice as large as those
of St Michael's College.
th at 4:38 a. Pi,
Now I look the picture of health and
artisans in England, in America the every day of the week and recently
s
a
was
and
given
boys
feel like it, too. I can do my own house- several disastrous accidents in this
re costs of living are from 50 to 75 per
F. M WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN.
postmaster
The committee having in charge the
C. Q. DEDMAN,
work, hoe mv stamen, and miiK a cow. shock when the
Recent greater than in England.
city and environs have been- directly erection of a statue to Brother Botulph
me
G.
shatter
the
P. Agent,
and
that,
& G. M.,
entertain
hope
V.
can
plied:
P.
enjoy
company
I
Superintendent
them. I can visit when I choose, and mayhaps, has filled your young life garding conditions the commission traceable to the disregard of the pri- the late president of St. Michael's colwalk as far as any ordinary woman, with visions of romance of wild rides reports that no general improvement mary and accepted regulation of pub lege, met on Sunday and decided that
any day in the month. I wish I could" across endless leagues of blossoming is taking place in Chicago in those lic traffic. Turn to the right. It is the statue be erected in front of the
talk toevery suffering woman andgirl.
hoofs and sections where there has been over- very easy and simple and will save a main building of St. Michael's college
Mrs. Dema Betiiune. Sikeston. Mo. prairie of thundering
but it does commend the lot of trouble. A few arrests for ig facing College street, near the main
The most successful remedy in this clashing horns, or maddened herds in crowding,
country for the cure of all forms of midnight stampedes of panting hors general character of houses available noring this cardinal rule by the author entrance to the college. The date of
for homes for the working classes. ities might go far toward making peo dedication will be 'June 22, at two
female complaints is Lydia E. Pink- - es and swishing lariats or
ham s vecetaoie compound.
ed outlaws battling to hold their Chicago is blessed with low retail' ple oDserve it. Aiouquerque Journal o'clock in the afternoon, which is also
It is more widely and successfully booty in the granite recesses of cliff- prices of food, according to the report
commencement day. The New Mexinas
used than any other remedy,
of articles is given to show
a
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list
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no
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Engineer
MexiB New
an1 all
can live there.
The history gets at the' meat of the good roads made contributions toward the statue
fiammation. ulceration, hbroia tumors, whose rescue from desperate bands
irregularities, periodic pains, backache, of
ruffians will win for of the city is given and descriptions problem when he says that to succeed since then:
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
clown leeune. indigestion.
that
bearing
Manuel Valdez $5; Marcelino Garan
life
and a happy home. of its great business activity and its in the work of building andmaintain-ineasy
you
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
and nervous prostration, after all other
The
immense
buildings
appear.
better highways, it is absolutely cia $5; Jose D. Sena $5; Agustin
means hau tailed, vv ny aon'i you try it t The poetry of life has lost its met
impressed by the necessary to secure the local interest
$2; N. B. Laughlin $5; Amado
ric measure in the golden west, and commission- was
Vences-layour letter came forty years too late sky line of the city and the method in the counties and towns. The first Gutierrez $2; R. J. Palen $5;
Duro, $1; Higinio Pacheco 75c;
to secure for you a situation that used to facilitate business.
requisite is to show the people how
$1;
Grand Opera in Corn Belt.
badly they need the roads; after that Jim Iopez $lr Louis Napoleone
would adjust itself to your fancies. It
The acquisition of Grand Opera by the rest is easy. The fact has been Frank Andrews $1; John Pflueger $5;
and cause
you
Harry,
may
surprise
Palace.
the natural pain that accompan- Chicago uas brought to the corn belt well exemplified in this county.' It is T. B. Catron $5; Patrocinio Lopez $1;
Miss M. A. Ponce, El Paso; P. Zirt- you
but brand new opportunities, in the writ only persistent hammering that will Delgado Bros. Meat Market $1; G. W.
ies
every stern disillusionment,
El- Samuel
man. Berlin. Germany;
it is essential to your proper concep- ing of grand operas, many Americans bring the results, in awakening the Prichard $2 ; Jose Manuel Gonzales $1 ;
dot. Chamita: Charles A. Carruth
between
the having won honors recently in that people and educating them in theiw. E. Griffin $1; H. F. Stephens $1;
tion of the difference
Antonito, Colo.; W. E. Johnson Den Panhandle of Texas of which
$1;
field.
Aspirants from western states benefits and the prosperity which J. B. Read $2; Henry Dendahl
you
ver; J. Eaton, Kansas City; Mr. and have read and the Panhandle a3 1 are not barred, a fact recently conced- good roads bring.
Severiano Rivera $1 ; Dr. J. M. Diaz
ROUTE
Mrs. E. B. Whitney, Chicago; O. HopIt is encouraaine to see that the $2; Juan Pacheco 50c; Francis C. Wil- know it, that you be told that the first ed by no less en authoritly than
penworth, Pueblo; H. W. Brown, Den exhibition of your skill as a manipu- George Chadwick, composer and di- counties of Valencia and Socorro are son $2; M. A. Otero $2; Thomas P.
Nathan
ver; R. J. Murphy, Albuquerque; Hor
will rector of the New England, conserva in sympathy with the plans of the Gable $2; Robert P. Ervien $5;
lator of the ostracised
ace Anulegate. St. Louis; F. W. Dud
J. E. Clark $2.50; Juan Ala- Jaffa
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$5;
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at
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Boston,
dollars
and
cost you a hundred
six tory
Sandoval y Lopez $1.
ley, Santa Fe.
You will tion intrenched by the fact that it is ambition of the engineer to continue rid $2; Francisco
Far rates and full information address
months to a year in Jail.
road which now exists beMontezuma.
not do any Buffalo Bill mock heroics. the premier and largest of its kind the good
muscles
For soreness of the
a. . p. Agent.
The corn belt may conr-lete-, tween here and Santa Fe south to
H. O. Snyder, Pueblo; E. E. Pier- but you can ride a gang plow across in America.
Rincon thus closing up the long gap whether induced by violent exercise
El Paso Texas.
sucin
H.
has
with
fact
J.
El
competed
those far spread fields, and you can
Cunningham,
enst,
Paso;
in the
north and south Camino or injury, Chambenain's Liniment is
atch the fragrant breezes ripple the cess as witness what has been achiev Real. great
City; M. A. Ross, Albuquerque; J. F.
is
This liniment is also
There
nQ doubt of the earnest excellent.
technical
Hutchinson, Salida; P. M. McMenn, billowing harvests that have sprung ed by Americans whose
desire of the Bernalillo county com- highly esteemed for the relief it afSt. Louis; E. D. Sherman, Espanola; from fertile depths at the beck of your training was as ample as their musi-caSold
missioners and the local
to
in cases of rheumatism.
H. McHughes, Cash Entry; J. A. industry."
Most of the runaways
temperament. The sacred opera push the road south of thispeople and fords dealers.
all
city
by
Miller, City; C, W. Willson, El Paso; are boys headed west, but each year "Judith" written by Mr. Chadwick,
already good progress has been made
C. Bond, New York; George P. Allen, the stern fact is learned that the was an immediate success, also his
in that direction.
A.
while
C.
Louis
of
the
G.
H.
opera
Gabogan, Denver;
Hodges;
runaway with little money can find "Tabasco,"
In Socorro
is
everybody
and boosting. Therecounty
Coerne, a
Siringo, City; R. H. Fraine, Denver; J. only one result, a sentence to hard
as elsewhere the ad
VIA
P. Potsch, Boston; J. C. Snowden, Al- labor in fields where imagination pic graduate of Harvard, '93,
has been vent oi tne automomie nas been a
buquerque; Dr. and Mrs. Standley G. tures varied assortments of buffalo, performed in the Berlin Royal Opera powerful factor for progress. Albu
Small City; H. L. Moon, Denver; C. ntelope, and cowpunchers."
House. In a review of other Ameri
querque Journal.
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can composers,
Professor John K.
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and
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are
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John
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monetary
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to any of
Fox,
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to triumph that has yet
beer drinking record,
according
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Vice Commission.
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to
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Hora
Metropolitan Opera
From
T. S. Shilling, Bagby, Colo.; J. T the population does all the beer drinkas in Former Years.
TOWalsh. Alamosa, Colo.: S. H. Tedford. ing, but that half consumes about one tio Parker, now professor of music at
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Yale and
organist at several
Espanola; W. A. Marshall, Cherry vale, million gallons daily in- the phenome- churches. formerly
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To
bea
Such
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J. M, nally hot weather which has prevailed
Kas.; E. M. Ulibarri, Denver;
Supervisor T. J. Bryant this week will
$
Medina, Dixon; Allen Barrett, Estan during May. This is figured from the fallen the opera "Mona," the libretto send out notices to the taxpayers to
of Farmington, Con
cia; Charles Smith, San Luis, Colo.; fact that there are 7,000 saloons and by Byron Hooker
the effect that the road tax for the
Based on a story of love
M. Lee, Coffeyville.
that each saloon sells on an average necticut.
year 1911 is due and payable and rewar
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in
Roman
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rule
the
days
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three barrels per day in moderate
of Great Britain the new opera will questing
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ed to with rapt attention.
Mr. Nies's Address.
Attorney C. J. Xeis 'was the next
speaker and he delivered his address
in ringing tones and an earnestness
which aroused the interest of the
audience from the start. Mr. Nies
said in part:
Mr. Nies't Address.'
Let me remind you that on this day
there is more than pathos in these innumerable mounds they do not
stand merely to the dead lying in the
folds of mother earth; they are pillars
and legends set up to glorify the patThere
riotism of our national life.
is no denying
that the bosom of
mother earth here and in every clime
is hallowed by the heroes of our nation, and while many pass these
silent resting places of our nation's
heroes, pause and with a shrug of pity
pass on forgetful, of the great silent
lessons of national pride and patriot
ism which these mounds stand for, to
the comrades of those heroes who
fought by their side on many a battlefield which has brought glory to our
nation, their memory shines as" everlasting as the sun and stars on the
firmament above; they cherish their
example; and in what remains before
them in after life, fear to be unworthy
ol their memory.
The birth of these noble heroes who
have sacrificed their lives upon the altar of their country has added more
glory to a national life which is still
so young and active. Their
death
on the battlefield
would that I could
speak with the tongues of angels
their death is the acme of unselfishness, the very height of sacrifice,
the tragedy of history, the hope of
all the world.
The principal lesson tnat this day
should give to present
and future
generations is the lesson of loyalty to
the principles of organized society
a loyalty to the institutions of our
To be truly loyal
glorious republic.
to the heritage handed down to us
by those who fought the battles of the
nation during our Civil War is the
duty of us all; to be loyal to the principles of those who fought for what
they thought was right and sacrificed
their lives upon the battlefields of
Bull Run, Gettysburg, Antietam, Chan
cellorsvilie, Manassas, and even down

MEMORIAL DAY

WELLOBSERVEO
Splendid Parade and Impressive Service in Honor of

Dead Heroes
TWO

FT1RRING

ADDRESSES

Attorneys E. Davis and C J.
Nies Pay Fitting Tributes.
P- -

The memory of the gallant soldiers
who fell in tie Civil War was fittingly
commemorated
Memorial
yesterday,
day, by a splendid parade and appropriate services held in the Xationai
cemetery, where rest many distinguished warriors.
The parade, which began the celebration, was one of which Santa
Feans could feel proud. Taking part
in it were the Civil War veterans,
whose number each year grows smaller and whose steps become feebler.
n
In the parade too, were the
war venterans, who also
rendered a great service to their

where war is unknown where men
no longer struggle to deal death to
their foes; where selfishness anr hate
is a thing of the past, and where
the 'Battle of life has ceased and death
is unknown.
Like the loyal heroe3 of all our
wars the veterans of '98 died while
the blood was still leaping in the
time of their prime. Their loyalty
to the nation in the hour of need is
but a repetition of the loyalty of every
good American citizen during all our
wars, and with evidences of good
citizenship and love of country always
in the breast of our citizens who
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CITIES

picnic parties spent the day in the
mountains.

And, again, my old comrades, who

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
represented that phalanx of victory
and defeat of almost half a century,
(Coat Land.)
ago, let me remind you in this year Department of the interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
of fateful anniversaries that the true
the
Southerner of today recogni-e- s
May 4, 3911.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
lessons of loyalty exemplified by the
men of the North and they with you Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
realize the fact that the fall of the April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
4

4

2

--

j

a

9210-0738-

4

4

4

five-yea-

tt
Jl.

o

cam-mand-

nt.

room house,
FOR SALE Seven
!bat!i. electric liRht, fine lawn, fifty
fruittrees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
WANTED

et

9234-0739-

-

FOR RENT Six roomed house,
or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzkl.

not

for SW
NW
NE
Confederacy result( d in untold good No.
HE
N.
SW
section 5,
to them, and that the North, loyal to
the Union, had no option but to do township 11 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
all in their power to bring it about, .Meridian, has filed notice of intention
are still firm in the belief that the to make final five year proof, to eswas animated
Southern soldier
by tablish claim to the land above deloyalty to what the past of their sec- scribed, before register or receiver, U.
tion of the country, and the circum- S. land ofiice at Santa Fe, N. M., on
stances then existing, convinced them the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
G
was a just cause.
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena.
country a decade ago.-- The National
Fellow citizens, there is something
Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
Guard, composed of Companies E and
that
in
breast
soldier's
the
superior
all of Gallsteo, N. M.
F and the First- Regiment band, the
makes life superior to them than to Pino,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Boy Scouts in thejr neat uniforms,
ATTORNEY C. i. NIES
Death to the one
citizen.
the
private
the Santa Fe fire department, the U.
Register.
Who Was One of the Orators at Mem- who has been on the battlefield is
S. Indian Industrial School, St. Joorial aDy Services Yesterday.
as glorious a3 life, and it is that
just
Notice for Publication.
seph's Society of the Parochial School
spirit which makes us revere the Department of the
and St. Michael's College, helped make
Interior,
in the heart of every soldier;
loyalty
Coal Land.
the parade a memorable one. Gazing
would or could sa tnat their sacri- both for his fellow comrades and for
on veterans and then on the boy
May 4, 1911,
fices will go for naught.
Certainly the principles for which he is ready
Notice is hereby given that Agri-ninscouts, not yet in their teens, one
the spirit of patriotism, the devotion to lay down his life if need be. While
saw passing in review, the two exDelgado de Gonzales, of Santa
to duty, are not to be forgotten
by the thrush of today is dust tomorrow,
tremes of life, a "sight that was at
their legatees, the inheritors of a the spirit of loyalty among comrades Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
once dramatic, and even tragic. The
more tremendous and finer civiliza- who have fought side by side is eter- made homestead
entry. No.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
line .of carriages and automobiles was
NW.
tion reared upon the bravery
of a nal.
The statues erected to the men
Sec. 4, SE.
e long one and was headed by a barouNE.
Sec. 5,
thousand battlefields.
No nation on who led us in battle may perish; but
che in which sat Governor Mills, Colothe face, of the earth has given to its the loyalty which we gave them will Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
nel Jose D. Sena of his staff, and
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
citizens as much liberty and freedom animate the will of man for succeedJudge A. L. Morrison.
as the one for which so many sacri ing centuries, and while the loyalty to make Final five year Proof, to esfices have ben made and over which of the private citizen to his fellows tablish claim to the land above de
Major Fritz Muller was marshal of
the parade, and this veteran of Indian
Old Glory waves. To the oppressed for material advantages is tragic in scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land
the loyalty which on the 6th Office,of at Santa Fe, N. M.,
incompleteness,
day
July, 1911.
animates the soldier to sacrifice life
Claimant names as witnesses:
ir. infinite.
Such a spirit is truly
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
worthy of a martyr's crown which
Agustin
Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
leads on that infinite highway toward all of
Galisteo, N. A.
which the race forever moves, but
MANUEL R. OTERO,
whose supernal vistas it has not yet
Register.
seen along the path the path of
which Job in his vision dreamed
Notice for kuulicatloi .
kads through the Kingdom of Heaven
and let ua hope that it is of divine Department of the Interior,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
that as we celebrate
significance
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Memorial Day in the year of tercenApril 27, 1911.
world
and
the
thinks
speaks
tenaries,
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran
more kindly than ever of peace wher
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
ever the sun shines.
Then followed the scattering of flow wno, on April IS, 1906, made home
for SE
ers on the graves, in which ceremony stead entry, No.
section 32, Township 16 N.,
many took part, and finally the saluta
to the dead was fired by the firing Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Fi
squad, and each volley was discharg
r
ed with a precision of well trained nal
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
soldiers.
The ceremonies
concluded with Register or Receiver of the U. S,
benediction by the Rev. B. F. Sum Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
tne z.ira day of June, 1911.
mers.
Claimant names as witness: JeBus
The music furnished by the First
Regiment band was a particularly Gonzales y Roybal, Tiburcio Mon
pleasing feature of the exercises and toya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta
.
J
reflected credit on the musicians, as N, M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
did the playing of t.ie U. S. Indian N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
school band.
THE PLAZA, WHERE THE PARADE STARTED.
Cemetery Bower of Blossoms.
Register.
The decoration of tne graves was
and Spanish American wars, accom- to Appomatox which left ,the South foreigner that beloved flag spells in charge of the Women's Relief TIMETABLE ALL
G. A. R., and the flowers
panied by his staff and aides, made a in an abyss, is likewise the duty of liberty without conditions; to them it Corps of the
fine appearance.
LOCAL TRAINS
every citizen, and without detracting is like a sunrise on the sea, grand they furnished made the cemetery a
The parade started from the plaza one iota from the loyalty which the and glorious, and they have been bower Oi blossoms.
Boy Scouts.
up Palace avenue to Cathedral street living owe to those heroes of our taught that we are a nation of people
The following are the time tables
The Boy Scouts, under Scout Masthence to San Francisco street and by great wars, and I want to impress whose historians immortalize all of
of the local railroads:
Wa!
ter
C.
Wilson
and
F.
Lieutenant
to
Rosario
of
avenue
the National upqn the minds of those here today its heroes, and not like old Cato, who
way
Leave
that the principles for which many of said of Scipio in a line of Homer, that lace Fiske, presented an exceptional-1.- "
cemetery.
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westas
fine
appearance marching
they
There the services began with the my comrades laid down their lives "Only he had living force the rest
war- bound, Nj. io eastbound.
of
seasoned
did
with
the
precision
Candela-riof
address
the
battlefield
Las
by Captain
are fleeting shades."
upon
opening
Siboney,
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
Martinet, senior vice post
To the men of the Civil War, let me riors. The mothers and fathers of P. m.
Guasimas, El Caney, Santiago, in the
inmust
scouts
felt
have
these
proud
of the G. A. R. Chaplain Jac- far off islands of the Philippines, in remind you that the heat
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westengendered
ob Weltmer followed with prayer and the campaign in China; and in battles and the mighty blows that were deed of the youngsters.
then Captain Martinez read the ritual on the Atlantic and Pacific, is the struck reunited the dissevered sec Flowers Scattered on the Rio Grande. bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
address.
Albuquerque, N. M., May 31. Hunsame as' that which the heroes in all tions of our union with a complete
The ceremony of decoration of. the our wars died for freedom and it is ness and
dreds of people accompanied the mem- p. m.
that
had
not
solidity
pre
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
monument was conducted by E. F. our duty the duty of tne soldier as viously existed
and created a nation bers of the Grand Army Post and
Hobart, officer of the day, and Mr. well as the citizen to pay homage and fitted for the mighty and world domi their patriotic societies yesterday 9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning arriv at Sana Fe 11: IV
Weltmer responded. Comrade J. A. be truly loyal to their memory.
No nating destiny it has been required to morning to tairview cemetery, where
P. m.
Miller followed with President Lin people in
history may match the tra- fulfill since the surrender of Santiago impressive services in memory of the
D. & R. G. Ry.
coin's famous
dead soldiers of the Union armies
Gettysburg address ditions and bequeath to future gene- and that the lessons of loyalty
taught were held in observance of Memorial
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
which he delivered in an impressive rations the love of country which Is
by your sacrifices for those principles
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
manner. Then followed the two ora our common
and the citizen which you thought were right will Day. The floral offerings were beautiNew Mexloo Central Ry.
tions of the day, the first by Attorney who is loyal heritage,
to the memo,ry of our ever be preserved by the men of '98. ful and profuse, and the touching rituLeave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No.
E. P. Da vies and the second by Attor- nation's heroes is
R.
A.
and
allied
societies
G.
of
the
als
to
the princi- While your weary feet are treading
loyal
2 east and 1 south and west.
ney C. J. Nies.
ples for which they gave up their life's way with uncertain steps, re- made the scene one of deep solemnity
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
Mr. Davies gave a historical review lives he is
While
at
conveyances
the cemetery.
loyal to the institutions member that we too, are moving
of the conditions which led to the of
freemen created only by the flow- toward the same end with you, trying were used for the mo3t part, scores of from No. 3 east,
cause of the Civil War. He laid paring of the best and purest blood of as best we can to scatter as we pace people walked up the hill, the mornIn the Wak
ticular stress on the fact that the
f the Measles.
the land. Such loyalty affords all the the soft graces, tender hopes and les- ing being a more favorable one from
tion was founded on the spirit of freeThe
little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
was
to
it
fact that
the
cloudy enough
because it is only a chance, sons of loyalty to future
chance,
dom and everyone created equal and
generations
live in the greatest democracy of which you have so nobly scattered, so temper what would have otherwise Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
that the conditions before the Civil to
The result wab a severe cough which
all
time.
Therefore, comrades and that in the. end, with gray streaked been a blistering hot sun. A special
War were inconsistent with this spirit
grew worse and he could not sleep
soV
carried
for
committee
flowers
the
of the nation. This very inconsistency fellow citizens, it is onr duty to bear hair and hollow faces we can step
Santa Barbara ceme- She says: "One bottle of Foley Honey
of slavery, brought about the greet our part in paying tribute to our com- across that boundary which no fowl diers' graves in
arriving at Fair-vie- and Tar Compound completely cured
internecine strife which .., laid many rades whose lives have been laid up- knoweth and which the vulture's eye tery, this committee
for
the
exercises there. him and he has never, been bothered
in
time
on
of
altars
their
the
country and hath not seen and greet you with
heroes in their graves. Mr. Davies' deThe
fervent
prayer by the chaplain since. Croup, whooping cough, meas
livery was excellent and he was listen- - who now occupy the va,les of Utopia, the feeling that we tec have left the
and the reading of the G. A. R. general les cough, all yield to Foley's Honey
The genuine
orders and Lincoln's famous Gettys- and Tar Compound.
is in the yellow packages always. Re
were
chief
the
features
address
burg
For sale by all
of the exercises, the Woman's Relief fuse substitutes.
John A. Logan Circle La- druggists.
and
Corps
&
'
i
dies of the G. A. R. also having their
r
The ,New Mexican
own particular service. After leaving
Prhrang comthe cemetery, the caravan wended its pany has prepared civil and criminal
way to the bridge across the Rio dockets especially (or the use of JusGrande at Barelas, where the floral tices of the peace. They are especialboat was launched and flowers scat- ly ruled, with printed beadlngs, In
tered on the water in honor to the either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durdead sailors.
The day was generally observed as ably bound, with leather back and
and canvas sides, hall full
a holiday yesterday, the banks and covert
Index In front and the fees of Justice
while
business houses closing,
many of
the peace and constables printed
In full on the am page. The pages
Warning to Railroad Men.
are 10
Inches. These books are
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St, Bath Me., made
in civU and criminal dockets
np
to
railroaders:
sends out this warning
of 34 pages each, or with
"A conductor on the railroad my separate
both civil and criminal bound la one
work caused a chronic inflamation of
book, 80 pasea civil and 820 pages
the kidneys, and I was miserable and criminal. To introduce them
they are
A
friend advised offered at the
ali played out.
following
prices
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day Civil or Criminal
82.71
I commenced taking them, I began Combined Civil
and CrlnrlcaJ .. 101
to regain my strength. The inflama-matio- n
For 46 canta additional for a slngK
Cleared and I am far better docket, or K cents additional for a
than I have been for twenty yean. combination docket, they will be seat
The weakness and dizzy spells are by mall or prepaid express. Cash la
a thing of the past and I highly fall must aocompany
order. StaU
recommend Foley Kidney Pill." For plainly whether English or 8panub
TH NATIONAL CEMETERY WHERE MANY FAMOUS WARRIOR8 ARB iURlED.
ale bj all drugglita.
printed heeding is wanted.
Spanish-America-

WANTS

BOOST

An

experienced

One
operator.
Spanish preferred. Salary

THEMSELVES

S. C. Smith,

American Towns and States Spend
Thousands of Dollars in Advertising.

LOST

photo-graphi-

speaking
$15 a we8k.

Taos, N. M.

Dog on

Chihuanua

Sauv-a- y

night from 431 San Francisco St.
Return to Anaya & Lopez and receive

Spokane, Wash., laid out more than reward.
last year, holding herself up
TYPEWRITERS,
to the public gaze; Memphis expects '
to spend $25,000 this year for the! Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and sup- same purpose; St. Paul, $18,000; chi - P!atens furnished.
cago, with a "Booster club" of 3,000 plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
hustlers, pays an advertising manager and rented. Standard makes handled.
a salary of $10,000 a year and does not Aii repair work and typewriters
Santa Fe Typewriter Exconsider that she really needs much
change. Phone 231.
boostHig either.
The advertising bills of the city of
New York during the last six years
Pt'BUC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
aggregated a trifle under $5,000,000, pas title to government land without
says Business. Denver, Dee Moines,
'tlen:cnt, residence or cultivation.
Detroit, Kansas City, Mo.; St. Louis, Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
Toledo,
By
Montgomery, procured in any other manner.
Minneapolis,
Ala.; Wichita,
Kan.; Indianapolis, use of scrip costly, tedious and dan- New Orleans, Rochester. Cleveland
gerous contests may be averted. Write
one might fill a page with a list of the today for full particulars. Fen S.
cities that are boosting and booming
210 Fleming
Bldg., Phoenix,
themselves, systematically and reso Arizona.
lutely, and laying out their good, hard
eoin to do it.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
The Greater Georgia association,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 26. 1911.
Is
with a membership of nearly 20,000,
Sealed bids will be received at the
at work raising $200,000 to be used In office of the secretary, R. H. Hanna, at
exploiting the state and expects to es- Santa Fe, New Mexico, up to the 30th
tablish permanent advertising head- day of June at 12 o'clock, noon, 1911,
quarters in many cities throughput the for the construction of the Scottish
country. Mississippi is getting busy Rite Cathedral, in accordance with the
with a somewhat similar plan; eighty plans and specifications.
Each bid
Nebraska newspapers have pledged must be accompanied by a certified
themselves to methodically exploit check for two per cent of the bid subtheir commonwealth and to raise $25,- - mitted, payable to R. H. Hanna, Secy,
000 within the coming
year with of Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.
which to do the work; the Northern 1,
as a guarantee that
Pacific railway company has just put theIncorporated,
contractor will enter into a cona force of thirty writers and publicity tract to build said building in accord
men to work on a campaign of adver ance with such bid.
tising for Oregon.
The successful bidder will be requir
ed to furnish a bond in some reliable
in the amount of fifty
NEWSPAPER IS BEST MEDIUM Surety Company contract
price for the
per cent of the
faithful performance of his contract.
No Limit to Its Business Bringing
The Board of Directors reserve the
Power, Says Advertising
to reject any or all bids.
right
Manager.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
A. A. S. R. Incorporated.
Advertising mediums was the chief
JAMES A. ROLLS,
By.
at
the
discussion
for
regular
topic
Vice Prest.
Attest:
the
Y.)
of
(N.
Binghamton
meeting
R.
HANNA.
H.
Secy.
associaand
Advertisers'
Merchants
Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 26, 1911.
tion.
Concerning the value of the newupa-per- ,
William McMahon, advertising Foley's Kidney Remecry Acted Quickly.
Co.,
M. N. George, Trondale, Ala. was
manager of Sisson
said in part:
bothered with kidney trouble ior
"In my estimation the handbill and many years.
"I was persuaded to
the rest of Its kind bear much the try Foley's Kidney Remedy, and besame relation to the recognized best fore
taking it three days could feel
means of publicity as the
The pain left
beneficial effects.
its
muzzle-loadinblunderbusses
of the
my back, my kidney action cleared
rapid-firto
the
past do
magazine up and I am so much better I do not
guns of the present day. If you were hesitate to recommend Foley Kidney
gofhg out gunning today you wouldn't
For sale by all druggist.
Then why, in Remedy."
select a blunderbuss.
new
use
do
business,
you
hunting up
those same methods?
Notice is
that the lands
pivf-"You probably want to know by this
below, ( nibrmiiig 56 25 ncros. within
tho
Natlcnnl Forests,
Mnnano
and
time what I consider the best means New Mexico, will he Mihjert
to settlement
of publicity. To my mind, there's no itml entry underthe provisions of the home
the act
luwsof the I nited Stntt-snndoubt about it newspaper advertis stead
of June 11. 1906 (34 Stat.,
).at the ITnlted
States land oltlceat Santa Ke. 'rw Mexico,
ing.
July 25, 1911. Any set tler who was actual"It's the most profitable adverti- on
ly and In Kood faith claiming any of said
for agricultural purposes prior to Jansingtherefore, the best. There is no kinds
1, l!0t. and has not abandoned same,
limit to Us business-bringin- g
powers, uary
lias a preference rlKht to make a homestead
for the lands actually occupied. Hald
provided It Is backed up with the entry were
lands
lifted upon the applications of
right merchandise at the right price. the
persons mentioned below, who have a
It is the repeating gun of present-dapreference rlKht subject to the prior rlffht
provided such settler or
business-huntin- g
methods.
It hits of any suchin settler,
qualified to make homestead
hard and fast, and you get in- six, applicant
right Is exercised
entry and the preference
the lands
prior to July 21, lull on which dale
eight, tea shots In the same time that will
be subject to settlement anil entry by
you were firing one under the old any qualified person. The lands are as folThe N KV4 of NVt'Vi of tWM of SWV.
methods. The man who cannot afford lows:
the WW of K'j of WVi of SWVi, the SE"4 of
SWViof SWW. the K'4 of 8KV4 of
SKV.of
to advertise can't afford to waste his
SWW of SEV, of
time In his business. And if be ad- aWHof8',thcV(,af
SWVi, the 8H of NWH- of SK! i of SWM. Sec.
13. the N KM of SKM of N VH of N WW. Sec.
vertises at all, his first and last and 21
T 18 N., K. 3
S. M. M., 32.60 acres, ap
main reliance should be the news- plication
or lion Nnwtciie, of jemez. New
Lint
A tract of 23.75 acres
Mexico:
paper."
within unsurveyed but what will probably
be, w hen surveyed. Sec 35, T. 12 N R 6 E
descrlle.d by metes and bounds as follows:
rSctrluuinfi at corner No. 1, a sand stone
marked II. I, whence the six miles stone of
K. 3.20 chains
8ome advertisers would rath- - y San I'edroGrant bears
and S. 69' 30' K. 2.92 chains, and W. H. 1,
er lose money In their own vay
car ed in losr on corner of house bears N. 4
30 K. 1 35 chains: extending thence N. 22
than to maRe it according to
3clinins; thence N. 73 w. 1.63 chains;
somebody's else way.
thence N. 25' K.2 96 chains: thence N. 26' W.
20 chains; thence N
30' W. 8.97 chains:
'innnrrini'iniTrtt'a' fl a a a a a a thence S 83' W. 4.74 chains, thence S.8- - W.
Is chains; thence 8. 50' K. 16.64 chains;
It Pays to Advertise.
thence 8.38 15 K. 4 87 chains to '.he place
beirlnnlnK. Variation 13" SO' K. Said tract
M. Irwin pointed with pride to the of
was listed upon the application of Jose V.
advance In education shown by the ad- Cnndelaria, of Snn Pedro.
New Mexico, List
S. V. PKOUliKlT. Assistant Comvertising of sets of Shakespeare at missioner
of the General Land Otiiee. Apcut prices. He saw an advertisement proved May 2. Wll, FRANK PIKKCE, First
recently that said there had been a Asslstunt hecretary of the Interior.
great cut In the English classics, and
as he waent posted on what had hapNotice is hereby given that the lands despened recently to the English classics cribed below,
embracing 365 05 acres, within
he went to.flftd out.
Some of the the Jemez National Forest, New Mexico, will
and entry under the
be
to
settlement
subject
on
"sets"
the
read as follows:
toga
provisions of the homestead laws of the United
reduced." Stutes and the act of June II, 19U6 (34 Stat.,
"Shakespeare
greatly
at the United States land office at Santa
"Shelter cut In half," "Dante's In- SXi),
25. 1911. Any settler
Ke. New Mexico, on
ferno gone down lower than eves be- who was actually andJuly
in good faith claiming
said
lands
of
for
agricultural purposes
any
fore."
to January I. 1906, and has not abandoned
"I wanted 'Machfth' for a friend," prior
same, has a preference right to make a homeentry for the lands actually occupied.
he continued, "and I aiked the sales- stead
Said lands were listed upon the applications of
lady: "Have you 'Macbeth?"
She the persons mentioned below, who tave 4 preference right subject to the prior tight of any
saUef to the nex counter: 'Say, Lit-al- such settler,
kled such set tler or applicant
have we 'MaaBeth' this week?" is qualified toprot
make homestead entry and the
right Is exercised prior to July 25,
and then, added, "1 tbjfck this gentle- preference
191 1, on which date the lands will be
to
man w in the wrong department settlement and entry by aDy qualifiedsubject
person
lauds embrace a tract of 14 45 acres withWaoMtfc'
a bfcok; it's a lamp The
in Sec 15. T. 18 N. R. 4 E.. N. M. M., described
ohlmney."
by metes and bound as follows: Beginning at
the Forest Service Mouument, a porphyry
rock marked FSM. H. I, set In mound o' stone
on rocky poim between left forkof Pino Canon
Clever Bank Novelty.,
and Buck s Canon about 4 chains up creek
from confluence of said canons, whence the
A clever series of post cards for southeast corner of cabin bears N. - 45' W. 2
chains; extending thence N. 52- - W. 19 chains:
banks has been brought out There 73
S. 73 W. IS chains; thence S, 5 chains;
are six cards in the series, to be thence
thence N. 73' E. IS chains: thence S. 49' 45' E.
19.60
chains:
tbence N. 8 chains to the place ot
mailed 60 day apart Picture of six
beginning. Variation IS' 30' E. Said tract was
famous Amerjcan poets are shown, listed
upon the application of B F. Bruce, ot
New Mexico: List
The EH ol
with the biography, and a calendar for NBland,
of SWK of
WW. the KWV4 of NWM. the
two months; also an interesting talk N VVH. the NH of N WVi of S WVi of N W!4.
the
of SWVi o: XEVi, the XW of NWVi of
on the benefits of banking and the SWVi
NW-4of SEV4. Sec 13. T 5" N. R IE.. ISO
ashne of the bank.
acres, application of E. C. Phillips, of Monte
Vista, Colorado List S Ml. A tract of 158
acres within unsurveyed but what will proba$100,000

guar-antee-

;
j
j

Bros.-Welde- n

X

g

e

hM-fb-

y

-

t

4-

-

ant

"fr-

.

bly be. when surveyed. Sec. 84. T.

HO

N , R. SE,

described by metes and bounds as follows: BeHie Immortal Utterance.
at corner No. 1. a granite stone marked
"In my opinion," Mrs. Lapsllng said, ginning
corner on the east side
B. I, whence the
Location No. I, bears S. 19 chains:
"there's nothing liner than the perco- of the Bacathence
56
N.
chains: thence E. 30 '
lation of Webster's great speech, extending
chains: tbence S. 60 chains; tbence S. 80 W.
of
74
30.
to
the
chains
place
beginning. Variaunion,
where he aays, 'Liberty and,
tion 13 E. Said tract was listed upon the apnow and forever, one and
plication of George M. White, of Espanola,
The NWi4 of NWVi
New Mexico: List
ot SWVi the8of NEMof NWVi. of SWVi. the
NEV of SEViof NWVi of SWVi theNV4 of SWVi
of NEVi of SWVi, the SEH of SWV4 of NEVt

pf
A 81l0ht Diversion.
25, the NVa ot NEVi ot NEVi ot
SW. Sec.SEM
of NEVi ot NEVi of SEX, See,
SE'i. the
"I have lust been reading about
26, T. 18 N.. R 8 E . (2.50 sorts, application of
Rivera, of Jemec New Mexico; Um -popular story writer who never takes Julian
948.
S. V. PROUDFIT, Assistant Cotnmav
any exercise."
sioner of the General Land Office. Approved
"No exercise at anr
May 1 1911, FRANK PIERCE, first Alatotmt
Seoretary of the Interior.
"Weil. lw..islaJ&owa clgarettea

a
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Andrews "Cash" no. 4

'

6

loaves

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

13

I

'

of bread

Hi

X
X
X

for 25 cents

Phone No.4.

Off Sale

Morris-Schiec-

Palmer Suits at a Great Sacrifice

I am not
looking for profits, they will have to be overlooked
in order to unload quickly. Now is the time to secure a bar
gain in Ladies Suits, The sale will continue during this week

bombarded the pueblo with terrific
force.
Edward M. Schnor, the expert German piano tuner, will be in the city
from June 2 to June 5. Telephone
your orders to the Santa Fe Trail
Curio Company, his headquarters.
Robert Garrett, Jr., Promoted
word has bSen received here that Robert Garrett, Jr., son of Deputy Warden
R. C. Garrett of the territorial penitentiary, has succeeded in passing the
examination for promotion to first lieutenant In the U. S. army and his commission will date from March 11. Lieutenant Garrett is stationed at Fort
Flagler, Washington.
Fairview Cemetery Fairview cemetery was most beautiful yesterday. Locust trees in full blossom just now
form arches over the main pathways
and the graves were decorated with
fragrant blossoms. Since the Woman's Board of Trade has taken charge
of the cemetery for the Fairview Cemetery Association, it has become a
beautiful shady park.
There Will be a Meeting of the Congregation of the church of the Holy
Faith (Episcopal) at the church on
Wednesday evening May 31st at 8
o'clock for the election of a vestry.
This meeting has been called by the
bishop of the district, who will pre

WEDNESDAY,

MAY

31,

1911.

tion will be taken to defray expenses.-Come, 'llie lecture will begin at 8

f

p. m.

Hike

to

the

Pecos Scoutmaster
Francis C. Wilson is planning a hike
for the American Boy Scouts to the
upper Pecos some time in July: ''The
trip will be made with burro pack and
on foot over the picturesque Knox or
Windsor trail and camp will be pitched for two weeks near Windsor's.

Sixty Years the Standard

Soout Master Wilson will accompany
'
the boys.
Was Quite a Storm B. F. Pankey
who came up from his ranch south of
Galisteo to spend Memorial day in
Santa Fe, reports that the storm ou
Sunday was quite violent on the Eaton
grant. Arroyos were brinkfull and the
principal stream on the grant was a
torrent seven feet deep that could not
be crossed for many hours. From Los
Alamos, San Miguel county, comes a
report that the hail badly damaged
crops.
Change of Program at the Elks' tonight: The Lost Ribbon; The Faithful
Indian; Sir Percy and the Punchers.
It Was 78. That was the maximum
temperature here yesterday and 56 degrees was the minimum.
relative humidity foF the day was 42
per cent and the lowest temperature
last night was 58 degrees. The
tide.
at 6 a. m. today was 62 de-- (
At Court House Tonight The
grees. Yesterday was a
partly cloudy
lecture at the courthouse to- day with showers and thunderstdrms
m
this
All
are
be
free.
will
cordially
vicinity especially,
night
invited. The First Regimental Band and east of the city, continuing Uto
will be present. Rev. I. E. Seder, su- the night. The range of temperature
Monday was 56 to 75 degrees
perintendent of the
NaPPi"fl?-Fr- ank
League for New Mexico, will give all B. 7!CHhm"
night watchman, was fined
something to. think about. A collec- - 110
and costs and given 20
active work by Justice r.B, days of
morning on the charge of drunkenness
and disorderly cnnrii,t r,
w,W,at"hananaFord has een imbiV
took a siesta in the
IIlgut
Office Of Dr. J. H. Sloan nn KV.c
uuoi, x niii h
avenue. When aroused this
morning
wuo came to sweep the
office, Ford grew angry and is
said to
"deranged" some of tne furni-Setare
We have just.received a large shipment of fishing tackle which is the largest and
the chanae of
most complete line that has ever been shown in Santa Fe.
The Moulton-Esp- e
Company. It its ini
A FINE ASSORTMENT
OF
Bui.i,:e you want they have it
commencement
St. Francs Parochial SchoolTonight
will" hold their
commencement exercises at T

Extra Cleaned Kentucky Blue Grass
Seed at GOEBELS .
j
See it Tonight Percy and the
Punchers, at the Elkt'.
Leave Your Orders for expert piano
tuning with the Santa Fe Trail Curio
Company, Phone Red 53.
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
Black 188, when in need of milk and
cream. Surplus always on hand.
' This Week
Only at Goebels, Room
14 Catron Block. Order early. Fancy
embroidered Swiss Mull at 32c per
yard.
LOST Around plaza Tuesday afternoon, one pink enamel and gold fleur
de lis brooch. Finder return to this
office and receive reward.
Train From South Late Santa Fe
train No. 10 from the south was four
hours late this afternoon and a stub
train was run from Albuquerque to La
Junta.
Three Thousand Feet of the
fight pictures at the Elks'
Friday, June 2.
Hail Storm at Tesuque The governor of the pueblo of Tesuque was ir
town today and reported that the hail
on Monday noon destroyed all the
fruit and other crops in and about the
pueblo. For half an hour the hail

of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.

Everything first class

IIP.

Santa Fe, X. M., May 31.
The weather for Xew Mexico
X is generally cloudy with show- iX era tonight or Thursday.

Fresh Vegetables
DEPARTMENT

ROUND

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

GROCERY and BAKERY

OIR BAKERY

DAILY

M.

librae

5

temp-eratur-

CREAM

r

It makes home baking easy
and gives nicer, better and
cleaner food dan the M
."
There is no baking
powder or preparation like it
or equal to it for quickly and
perfectly making the delicate
hot biscuit, hot bread, muffin,
cake and pastry.
.,

?

e

ready-made-

k

sWe-optico- n

No Alum

Anti-Saloo-

No Lime Phosphates

"Alum In baking powder ts dan,

?as

gerous and should be prohibited.

Prof. Schweitzer, State Univ., Mo.

Headquarters For

Fishing Tackle

di

e

arfui..

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain
one and

Ml

Health Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
'
one-hamiles from depot
v
Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
lf

WILLIAMSON

RANCH,

Glorieta, N. M.

&
J(

3
p

Cut Flowers
a tf
A
Specialty

PLANTS, Fruit In Season. Wedding
and Tab'e Bouquets and Decorations.
Funeral Designs.
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra
charge of 25c
for packing on orders under $3.00.

I fSTCLARENDON
Phone Black

GARDEN

v- -

FLIES

RODS
CREELS
SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS

From Page On:)

stealing cattle,

1 to 3
l
Martinez Garcia,
catstealing
5
tle,
years; Thomas Montoya,
1 to 2
years; Thomas Aragon,
stealing catle, 2 to 5 years; Meliton
Atobacher, killing cattle, 2 to 5 years-JosAmado Perea Griego,
killing cat-to 5 years; Charles
Crawford,
burglary, 2 to 3 years; Joseph Kelly,
burglary, 2 to 3 years; Jose Inez Urios-te- ,
discharge of a deadly weapon, 1 to
2
years-Manue-

to

t,

e

everythinj;necessary for Fisninf. Come in and and let the man who k
help you pick out your tacklefor the big "FISHING TRIP."

SANTA FE HARDWARE
&

SAN ANTONIO MAY BE
SAVED.

B. Zel,

And

Santa Fe, New Mexico

"ecu lasuea ior the affair.

(Continued

BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS

B0YL.

12.

ItKSL
ifflvm

STEEL
FISHING

o'clock
i.isi ana many invitations have

SUPPLY CO.

2

years; Juan Salazar, larceny of a
pair of shoes, 9 months to one year.
If you want
anything on earm
iu exi can want Aft.

try

TRAMP TRAMP! TRAMP!
loney, Annial D. Moye, Robert Hail,
THE BOYS ARE MARCHING. Leroy Laubach, John Gilpin, Paul
Hill, Frank Condon, Martin Sundt.
Thoralf Sundt, Earle Murphy, George
Las Vegas Scouts Started Yesterday
Noll, Matt McCall. Charles Comstock.
On Long March to Cliffs
Sketchley Moore. Vernon Schloot,
and Santa Fe. ,
John Reed, and Arden Fugate.
' The Las Vegas Boy Scouts, 23
strong, are marching to Santa Fe CHICAGO ' "SOLF CHAMPION
BEATEN BY BPITON.
Oi;
and will be warmly welcomed by the
local camp tomorrow afternoon or ev- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican J
ening. The boys started from Las VePrestwick, May 31. In the fifth
round of the British golf championgas yesterday morning with Chief
of the Santa Clara Pueblo at their ship today, "Chick" Evans, the young
head,' carrying an American flag. The Chicago player, was beaten by Bruce
boys will first vi3it the cliff dwellings Pearce of Australia, 19 holes being
near Espanola and then come here. '
played.
They left LasVegas accompanied by
Scoutmaster George
Fitzsimmons, XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
WARE HOUSE TOTALLY
First Lieutenant Ted Hayward of ComDESTROYYED BY FIRE.
pany H and B. S. Hale, principal of X
X
the high school.
The ware house of Rueth and
Two big wagons, heavily loaded with X
camping supplies and edibles, were in X Eldodt at Chamita, adjoining
the scouts' train. The procession had X the eDnver and Rio .Grande
every appearance of a real military X tracks, 40 miles north of Santa
X Fe burned to the ground; yestercavalcade.
The boys in their khaki suits and X day. The warehouse was filled
soldiers. X with alfalfa and merchandise.
campaign hats look
X The cause of the fire ia unThey are out for an eleven-da- y
trip.
X known. Hon. Samuel Eldodt
Their Names.
The boys who are on the trip are: X and Insurance Adjuster Carl
Bishop left this morning for
Max Ilfeld, Frank Roberts, Leon Bow-en- ,
Edward Ward, Henry Nahm, Julian X Chamita to adjust the loss.
Graubarth, Lionel Ward, Edward Me- - X
.

Ca-je- ti

.

''.

likeal

XXXXXXXXXXX

1

THE BI Q

TORE
Banner Green Tag Sale
Still On
A

Don't forget our Banner Green Tag Sale, and get your full share of all the
good clothes and best suit on earth, Hart Schaffner & Marx make.
Owing to the great amount of suits that has been Sold during this sale
week, we are announcing another week extension and give you the opportunity
to get a move on yourself and think ever the
pattern of suit you want, but remember it is one week only, commencing
today and ending Saturday 26th.
You can't make a mistake
a
Hart
Schaffner & Marx suit because all
by buying
guaranteed wool, and firs class in every respect.
Another advantage y6u have when you wear a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit
every tasty dresser will admire it because they are cut and made right and the
swellest styles money can
buy. Our 2 piece suits are exceptionally fine in
every respect. Call and see for yourself.
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Suits $ 37.50
Suits $ 32.00
Suits $ 30.00
Suits $ 27.50
Suits $ 25.00

f

lit
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I

Great Bargain

w

Schaffner Ic Man

--

--

$ 22.50

.

V

NATHAN SALMON
:

N6w?$
Now $
Now $
Now $
Now $
Now $

30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00
17.50

